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ABSTRACT

"Storying Presence: Aboriginal Literature, Critical Strategies, and Eden

Robinson's Monkey Beach" is an examination of some of the many issues that have

emerged in current discussions of Native literature and an interpretation of how they

relate to Eden Robinson's higttly successful Monkey Beach (2000).

This project first examines and reviews the current criticism onMonkey Beach

and argues that critics have largely evaluated the novel with terms and concepts that

emphasize Native identity questions in the text. Moreover, these critics formulate

identity questions in language that draws on a dichotomy of civilízation and savagery.

Gerald Vizenor's theories of deconstruction draw attention away from identity

questions and instead shed light on rtrays in which Robinson builds relationships between

her characters, examines human potential for violence, and makes use of humour.

Robinson creates a narrative of what Vizenor calls survivanceby refusing to imbue her

characters with identifiable cultural markers, thus stretching what readers might imagine

are the borders of Native cultures.

However, Monkey Beach simultaneously refers to a distinctly Haisla

epistemology, md, thus the novel must also be interpreted using an indigenous approach

that highlights the relationship between the novels' characters and the land. Although

postrnodernist and indigenist approaches are in many ways opposed, Robinson uses them

in conjunction.
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Introduction: Contextualizing Criticism of Canadian Aborieinal Literature

The lndian is an invention of the European mind. Books such as Daniel Francis'

The Imaginary Indian (1992), Olive Patricia Dickason's The Myth of the Savage (1997),

and Robert F. Berkhofer's The White Man's Indían (1979), skillfully document the scope,

chronology, and social consequences of the European fabrication of the Indian. These

authors clearly demonstrate that the figure of the imaginary Indian stands in stark contrast

to Indigenous peoples and cultures.I

Popular white literature has played a major role in creating and maintaining

colonial power structures by disseminating what has been described as hate literature

against Native people.2 Simulated, yet extremely pervasive, images of Indians in

literature have overwritten and subsumed real Aboriginal cultures, communities, and

bodies with false definitions and restrictive stereotypes. For example, North American

literature by non-Native authors is inundated with images that are expected to encompass

authentic Indianness: Grey Owl depicts and embodies the Indian as an innocent child of

nature; James Fenimore Cooper, John Richardson, and even Laura Ingalls Wilder deploy

the savage Indian in their literatures; William Faulkner portrays the Indian as noble, yet

doomed. ln turn, these representations have predetermined how the dominant majority

views the literatures ofNative authors. For example, translations of Aboriginal oral

literatures have been converted to simplistic and generalized lndian legends. As the stuff

of children's storybooks, these translations effectively misrepresent the meanings and

contexts of these stories.3 Native communities, too, continue to be misrepresented by the

dominant society; rural reserves and racialized inner city communities have become
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inscribed with a discourse of hopelessness and tragedy. The dominant majority often

attributes any and all social problems that exist within these communities to the inability

of Aboriginal peoples to adapt instead of recogmzing them as the effects of poverty and

other consistent and well-known indicators of colonization.a These fabricated, formulaic

images of the Indian as Other have, for many, taken precedence over the images

presented and embodied by Native people themselves. Therefore, when Aboriginal

authors depart from these false, yet extremely fixed, notions of Indianness, non-Native

audiences often interpret their literature as symptomatic of assimilation, identity

confusion, and the imagined consequent loss of cultural integrity.s

However, the role Native literature plays in dismantling these ubiquitous

misrepresentations cannot be overstated. Native writing and the criticism that inevitably

attends it is becoming an accepted, recognized, and substantial area of study.6 Indeed,

literary productions by Native authors are successfully changing popular perceptions of

Native peoples and communities. The increase in public demand for Native literature has

significant decolonization potential because these literatures often refute the existence of

the imaginary Indian. As Marilyn Dumont says, "To write what I experience is to write

against a tenacious 19ü Century machine which misrepresents me" (a9). In this sense,

Native literatures are a disrupting force because they have the ability to expose the

mechanisms of this machine: the manipulated and constructed images on which dominant

Canadian ideologies are founded. Native literature often exposes and dismantles lies

imbedded in colonial literature, reveals institutionalized and naturalized colonial

dominance and clearly depicts how these structures impact the everyday lives of Native

peoples. Emma LaRocque writes, "Perhaps it is through literature we can best illuminate
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Native individuality, psychology as well as fluidity, and we can so this without

compromising Native cultural diversity or the colonial experience" ("Teaching" 217).

Thus, Native literatures can act to corroborate the humanity of peoples who have been

historically regarded, depicted, and treated as less-than-human.

The expansion of the field of Native literature has not been without its growing

pains; discussions of the literary analysis and pedagogy of conternporary Aboriginal

Canadian literature have been charactenzed by numerous and significant debates. Critics

and writers in the area have confronted major topics such as appropriation of voice,

historical representations of Aboriginal peoples, definitions of Native identity, the myth

of cultural authenticity, essentialism and shategic essentialism, the effects of colonization

on writers and readers,race and class construction and privilege, the applicability of

postcolonial, postmodern, and other'Westem theories, the task of developing appropriate

and useful literary theories for Native literature, and the potential pitfalls inherent in

speaking about each of these topics. Foundational and well-known essay collections that

examine these issues in a primarily Canadian context include Looking at the Words of

Our People: First Nations Analysis of Literature (1993), Native North America: Crítical

and Culturøl Perspectives (1999), (Ad)dressing Our Words: Aborígínal Perspectives on

Aboriginal Lìterature (2001), andCreatíng Community: A Roundtable on Canadian

Aboriginal Literature (2002). Writers and critics featured in these collections ask: who

writes Native literature, and for whom? Who writes about Native literature, and for

whom? Who teaches Native literature, and to whom? How should we approach Native

literature given these concerns?
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InThe Imaginøry Indian Daniel Francis writes, "Indians, as we think we know

them, do not exist" (4). Francis is here indicting white society, which creates

stereotypicalportrayals of Aboriginal peoples and then expects these images of

lndianness to be confirmed and substantiated both by individual Native people, and in the

art they produce. By extension then, we might also say that Native literature, as we think

we know it, does not exist. What has been pointed out by many scholars begs to be

repeated here: there is no strictly established set ofconventions, styles, or genres by

which Native literature can be defined or determined. Fifteen years ago, in the

inhoduction to the anthology, All My Relatíons, Thomas King wrote:

And, when we talk about Native writers, we talk as if we have a process

for determining who is a Native writer and who is not, when, in fact, we

don't. What we do have is a collection of literary works by individual

authors who are Native by ancestry, and our hope, as writers and critics, is

that if we wait long enough, the sheerbulk of this collection, when it

reached some sort of critical mass, will present us with a matrix within

which a variety of pattems can be discussed. (xi)

ln the years since King's anthology was published, the collection of Native literature in

Canada has increased substantially and, indeed, a very wide variety of patterns emerges

across this body of writing. Yet it could also be said that this highly varied influx of

writing has not necessarily followed a pattern. Instead, Native authors write about

increasingly various topics while making use of increasingly differing styles. ln doing

so, they preclude general categonzation. Ironically, the foremost uniffing characteristic



across Aboriginal literature may be the destruction of limiting definitions and

expectations of Native themes, styles, and genres.

On the other hand, this creative expansion does not necessarily overshadow

distinct Native themes, nor does it imply that there is no such category as Native

literature. Even while Native authors and critics are consistently complicating,

obliterating, and reframing the existing demarcations of their identities, they are in some

ways, as Thomas King predicted, creating a body of literature wherein similar concerns

tend to arise and similar worldviews often emerge. For example, the effects of

colonization often emerge in Native literature because it has affected every Aboriginal

community, family, and individual in tangible ways. Non-Native Canadians are also

deeply colonized, although since individual awareness of this fact varies, colonial

structures and attitudes continue to enjoy undetected status in the majority of non-Native

literature. Aboriginal epistemologies and ontologies----oç knowledge systems and

philosophies ofbeing-also emerge in Native literature since they often provide the

foundational metaphysics of the narative.

What follows is an examination of some of the many issues that have surfaced in

current discussions ofNative literature and an investigation into how these topics relate

to Eden Robinson's highly successful Monkey Beøch. As a finalist for the 2000 Giller

Award and a nominee for the 2000 Governor General's Award, Robinson's novel has

received much critical acclaim and popular attention. As a national bestseller, Monkey

Beach has succeeded in reaching, and will continue to reach, alarge and varied audience.

In this project, I treat Eden Robinson's work separately from that of other Native authors

because I want to support Kristina Fagan's assertion: "Critics need to extensively study
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individual Canadian Native writers, their styles, visions, and influences, recognizingthat

the writers are unique and not only products of 'groupness'" (245). This project thus

explores Eden Robinson's unique themes and writing style while grappling with the

many issues surrounding the general reception and interpretation of Monkey Beach.

ln the first chapter I examine how Monkey Beach has been received and addressed

within Canadian literary academic circles. To this end, I read and evaluate Jennifer

Andrews' essay, "Native Canadian Gothic Refigured: Reading Eden Robinson's Monlcey

Beaclf'and Coral Ann Howells' article, "Towards a Recognition of Being: Tomson

Highway's Kíss of the Fur Queen and Eden Robinson's Monkey Beach," while paylng

particular attention to how these critics apply language, which I argue stems from the

discourse commonly used to discuss magic realism. I explore how these critics'

respective approaches lead to somewhat conventional interpretations ofNative identities

instead of shedding light on Robinson's unique na:rative strategies. I also challenge the

assumptions that undergird the discursive discourse of magic realism and reconsider the

usefulness of this theoretical approach for understanding and interpreting Monkey Beach

and other Native literature. The first chapter also reviews Richard Lane's article,

"Performing Gender: First Nations, Feminism, and Trickster'Writing in Eden Robinson's

Monkey Beach" with the intention of examining the methods Lane uses to frame identity

politics within the novel. Most importantly, I review the current criticism in order to

determine what kinds of theoretical approaches have not yet been appliedto Monkey

Beach. ln this way, the first chapter provides the impetus for the subsequent chapters.

The second chapter adopts what Arnold Krupat calls a cosmopolitan perspective:

"Recognizing the primary need to attend to the terms and categories Native people use
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for themselves, the cosmopolitan critic many nonetheless carefully draw upon

'structuralism,' or 'deconstruction'[. ..f" (Red 23). Ttre second chapter therefore

primarily cites and applies the political and literary perspectives of Gerald Vizenor-

which are derived from deconstructionist theories-to Monkey Beach. The recognition

that Native literature will not, and indeed need not, fulfill preconceived notions of what

ought to constitute Native identities is a pivotal assertion in this chapter. lndeed, the term

"Native identity''is not considered to be particularly constructive here because it suggests

there a summarized, unambiguous, completed state of being Native when Native

identities, like other identity classifications, are forever being formulated, articulated, and

altered. I will show that the characters in Monkey Beach actively and successfully avoid

endorsing any kind of prescribed or essential Native identity, and in doing so, portray

what Vizenor calls survivance. By approaching Native literafure in a way that recognizes

the fluctuating and unfixed nature of Aboriginal cultures and identities, I also respond to

the repeated concerns of Native critics. For example, Emma LaRocque points out, "It is

unfortunate that so many literary critics have focused on ethnography or politics and have

overlooked the art of reinvention. Literary criticism needs to come back to the artistic

essences of imagined words and worlds" ("Teaching" 277). The second chapter,

therefore, examines the imagined world of Monkey Beach.

Monkey Beach, however, also utilizes and draws on a distinctly Aboriginal

epistemology and, accordingly, the third chapter assumes an indigenist perspective.

Krupat writes that from the indigenist perspective, literature is examined with particular

attention paid to the "animate and sentient earth" (Red 16). Indigenists not only

recognize the important relationship between Native peoples and their land, they also
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consistently articulate this relationship as a distinguishing mark of oral cultures. The

discourse employed in indigenist arguments, however, is often vehemently opposed by

poststructuralists and postmodernists because any kind of pre-existing coru"rection

between land and language is unsupportable in deconstruction theory. This chapter thus

steps into a theoretical battlefield in which a very real clash of worldviews takes place.

Postmodemism is, by it own logic, universally applicable. Yet, according to many

Aboriginal theorists and writers, postmodem theories yield the potential for further

erasure of what they consider to be distinct Aboriginal philosophies. As I will show,

however, Robinson has negotiated a position between these two extremes in that her

novel must be read using both postmodern and indigenist approaches. This chapter

ultimately suggests that indigenist and poststructuralist viewpoints, or at the least, key

elements of these positions, need not be contradictory. Thus, while making specific use

of David Abram's study on oral languages, The Spell of the Sensuous,I explore Monkey

Beach from an indigenist perspective while keeping current postmodern theoretical

discussions in sight.

Krupat states, "nationalist, indigenist, and cosmopolitan perspectives are all

overlapping and interlinked so that each can only achieve its full coherence and

effectiveness in relation to the other" (Red l). Since there are no ostensibly nationalist

themes in Monkey Beach and indigenist concepts primarily undergird the political

arguments of nationalism (Krupat, Red l1), this project does not consider Krupat's third

literary approach, the nationalist perspective. Despite the often incongruous concepts

engaged in indigenist and cosmopolitan discussions of Native literature, both are here

employed in the investigationof Monkey Beach, and both are shown to be equally fruitful
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approaches. For example, by employing Derrida's concept of difference, Gerald Vizenor

moves away from defining Native cultures (Manifest 70). Yet, Vizenor's approach seems

too lenient for some critics. For example, Lee Maracle believes erasing cultural

difference in the name of equality is equally problematic because "Such sameness

amounts to everyone's obliteration but your own fthat of white society]" (81). Therefore,

I exercise Krupat's supposition that considering indigenist and cosmopolitan approaches

in conjunction with one another effectively counteracts the potential theoretical extremes

in each. Moreover, by featuring both perspectives, I argue that they are equally valid and

significant positions.

Finally, like Arnold Krupat, I believe, "Any answer to the question o'Who

speaks?' does not automatically convey the kind and quality of the speech" (Turn 9). kr

other words, to cite my social location as that of a white woman does little to shed light

on my approach to Native literature. As a non-Native scholar, I continually review the

kind and quality of my speech, as all literary critics undoubtedly must. Kristina Fagan

believes that "we need to be willing to talk openly about the personal, cultural,

theoretical, and institutional reasons that we do what we do. We need to show that the

issues we deal with are concrete, personal, ordinary, and therefore very important" (236).

Although this is a somewhat uncomfortable process and one that I am rarely encouraged

to reveal, I believe writing about personal location is a valuable exercise in personal

accountability. Moreover, in my case, it counteracts the invisibility of whiteness and

provides insigþt into how and why I initially came to the field ofNative literature.

I was born in Grande Prairie, Alberta into a lower-middle class family. Although

my father has always been involved in our lives, my three siblings and I grew up in what
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was essentially a single-parent family until my mother remarried when I was nine years

old. Although my mother worked at odd jobs-as a seamstress, for example-she often

relied on social assistance and extended family for income and housing. My father

worked as a truck driver, and spent long periods of time working in the Northwest

Territories. I have always enjoyed school, adored my teachers and loved reading. I am

also the first member of my famity to eam a university degree. I mention this class

information to emphasizethat while white privilege exists, it functions on a sliding scale

according to class and gender, among other factors. Like the constructed category of

Indianness, the concept of Whiteness fails to explore other equally formative identity

constructions.

Although I have English, German, Irish, and Métis ancestors, I would not claim to

identifu with any of these national categories. I have always been curious about my

Métis background, however, since it seemed an issue of contention in my family. My

great-grandmother on my patemal side, Elsie Monkman, was Métis. Her parents

relocated from the Manitoba's Red River Valley to Alberta's Peace River Valley in the

1890s. Family stories reveal that she was not particularly welcomed by her husband's

family; they felt having a half-breed inthe family was a source of shame. Her children

were also targets of racism. Her son, my grandfather, took his own life in 1975.

Although I never knew him, I mention this because among other things, internalized

racism played a role in my grandfather's lowered sense of self-esteem. Clearly, this

event affected my family members' lives and my father's life significantly, and by

extension, my own.
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Thus, I had many questions about our family's Métis heritage. My father

sometimes produces a small beaded leather bag sewn byhis great-grandmother.

Although, it is a beautiful object and treasured possession, I was unable to find coherent

answers to my questions within that little purse. I had romantic ideas about Aboriginal

peoples and often tried to leam about them, but the opportunities seemed limited. I came

across Thomas King's collection of short stories, All My Relations in my late teens. That

anthology led me to register for an Introduction to Nøtive Studíes class in my first year of

universit¡ a course which offered the paradigm shift I had been looking for. Over the

next four years, I consistently found opportunities to use my newfound critical and

historical knowledge from my Native Studies classes to approach my literature readings

and assignments.

I include this background personal information to explain how my interest in

Aboriginal cultures, politics, and literatures has been an outgrowth of my own life events

and the events that have afflected my family. Studying Native literature has been an

important part of my struggle to understand the identity politics of my own family stories.

Although I have always been aware of my Métis heritage, I was raised to consider myself

a member of white society, and until university, I was largely unaware of the privileges

accorded that status.7 However, studying Native literature and its associated body of

critical works has profoundly influenced my personal politics and my worldview. Gerald

Yizenor says, "Native stories are aliterary giveaway. The debt is a lasting moral

obligation of the nation." (Fugitive 56). Thus, I consider it a privilege, as a reader, critic

and potential teacher of Native literatures, to fulfil that obligation by engaging in anti-

racist scholarship.
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Notes

t The first three pages of this introduction summarizethe course lectures and cite the

course materials of 32.245, an Images of Indian course taught by Professor LaRocque at

the University of Manitoba. This course was fundamental to my understanding of the

literary representation of Native peoples throughout history, the civilization/savagery

dichotomy, and the basic issues surrounding the creation and perception of Native

literature. Although the texts cited in pages 1-3 speak for themselves, the use of these

particular sources, and they way that I have framed them in my argument is essentially

the way that it was presented in Professor LaRocque's class lectures.

'LaRocque's list of terminology in her article, 'o'When the Other is Me," powerfully

argues this point:

A quick survey of standard sources commonly used by scholars and

producers of popular culture will glean much vehemence, slander and just

plain racism. The following are some of the epithets ascribed to Native

peoples: red devils, ogres, snarling beasts, snakes, wolves, dogs, cows,

pigs, wild animals, brutes, bloodthirst5 fiendish, treacherous, ferocious,

swimming savages, waÍnongers, cunning, shrewd, stupid, saucy, haughty,

improvident, indolent, lazy, lascivious, liars, thieves, pernicious beggars,

superstitious, conjuring sorcerers, pagans, heathens, barbarians, and much

much more. (115)

3 Consider the following children's titles, for examples: How the Sun Made a Promíse

and Kept It: A Canadían Indian Mythby Margery Bernstein, How the Seasons Came: A

North American Indían Folk Tale by Joanna Troughton, and Little Thumb, and other
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Children's Legends and Myths of the Slave Indians of Northern Alberta and the Subarctic

Regíons of the Northwest Territories of Canada by Eileen Hayward.

a Edgar J. Dosman supplies a blatant example of this discourse when he describes urban

Aboriginal peoples in Saskatoon:

It is widely accepted that lndians and Metis in the city have suffered a

high level ofpersonal disorganization. The term would include the

various combinations of attitudes, behaviour patterns, limitations of

character and personality that prevent the individual and the group from

effectively adjusting to, and participating successfully in, the larger

society. Economic deterioration and dependency are thus accompanied by

drunkenness, sexual promiscuity laziness, irresponsibility, neglect of the

family, etc. (54)

5 Comments such as Bernard Hirch's response to House Made of Dawnare coÍrmon, for

example: "life in urban America is incompatible with fBenally's] identity as an Indian"

(318). Also see Episkenew, and specifically, her argument regarding how colonial

attitudes influence the interpretation and criticism of Native literatures (57).

6 LaRocque observes, "Native literature has virtually exploded onto the Canadian

intellecfual, if not literary, arena, and is one of the most exciting new fields of study for

those specializing in Canadian Native Literature" ("Teaching" 210).

t I found that'Warren Cariou's autobiography, Lake of the Praíries (2002), echoed many

of my experiences and questions.
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Chapter One: Reviewing Criticism: Interpretations of Monkey Beach

In How Should I Read These? Helen Hoy argues that the main concern in reading

and interpreting Native literature is the "danger of either fixating on or ignoring

difference" (1 1). In other words, Native writing has been largely perceived either as a

cultural reflection or its cultural context is ignored. Emma LaRocque explains the root

cause of the former extreme: "Because Native peoples are often approached as cultural

entities vastly and mysteriously different from whites, there is a tendency to heat both

Aboriginal history and contemporary cultural productions only as ethnological

expressions" ("Native" 247). Native peoples are not necessarily expected by the

dominant majority to produce art, but rather to produce authentic objects of

anthropological interest suited for museums.t The study of Native literature is similarly

vulnerable to "ghettoization" (LaRocque, "Native" 271). HelenHoy expands on the

opposite extrerne, and notes ways readers dismiss differences:

Too easy identification by the non-Native reader, ignorance of historical

or cultural illusion, obliviousness to the presence of properties of Native

genres, and the application of irrelevant aesthetic standards are all means

of domesticating difference, assimilating Native narratives into the

mainstream. Along the way, they are a means of neutralizing the

oppositional potential of that difference. (9)

The tension, then, lies between essentialism and erasure. Arnold Krupat believes that

"the essentialist position posits an experiential plenitude and similitude for all those

people marked X" and thus concludes that "it is logically untenable and, historically,
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simply false or at the very least unverifiable" (Turn 5). The opposite extreme, erasure of

differences, can be equally destructive as essentialism since it signals an attempt at

assimilation and effectively enforces atotalizingdiscourse. And thus, while this seems to

present a double bind, LaRocque offers an important reminder:

it is impossible to deal with anything human without reference to cultural

or historical experience. lnescapably, Native writers, like all other writers,

have to contextualize thetr cultural and political lives. Clearly the issue is

not whether we should refer to our cultures, our histories or our

contemporary lives, the issue is how this is done, but equally, how this is

received and addressed. ("Native" 250)

Accordingly exploring how cultural difference has been received and addressed in

relation to Eden Robinson's Monkey Beach is precisely the intention of this chapter.

Robinson is a Haisla-Heiltsuk author from Kitamaat, British Columbia. In

addition to Monkey Beach, she is the author of Traplínes (1996), a collection of short

stories. Hoy states, "In contrast with virtually all the fiction published by Native writers

in Canada, most of Traplines does not overtly feature Native characters or focus on

Native communities" (154). Traplines, then, is unique in its refusal to infuse its

characters or its settings with popular or identifiable notions of difference. As Hoy

discovers, Traplines provides a challenge to readers who may be convinced that their

ability to read, absorb, and interpret a text is contingent upon the presence of identifiable

racial constructs or markers.

However, in contrast to Traplínes, Monkey Beach takes place in a Native

community and Robinson clearly makes use of Aboriginal systems of knowledge in the
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construction of the naffative, including the Haisla language. The novel opens, for

example, with crows that speak: "La'es, they say, La'es,la'es" (1). Although this

íntroduction may initially prime the cultural outsider to expect sustained and consistent

indicators of cultural distinctiveness throughout the text, the novel's main character,

Lisamarie Hill, immediatelybypasses those expectations by commenting on her clock,

which'ohas abadlypainted Elvis caught in mid-gyrate" (2). Monkey Beach's characters

and settings thus combine an outwardly identifiable Native context with a lesser known,

albeit equally Native, context. To the average white Canadian reader, however, it seems

Monkey Beach fuses concqrts and objects that are not normally combined; Robinson

seamlessly weaves the familiar and the unfamiliar, things known and unknown

throughout the narrative. The temptation, however, for the non-Native reader, may be to

separate these seeming incongruities into fixed and outdated cultural categories.

It is not difficult, then, to determine why critics are tempted to insert the

conventions of magic realism, or elements of its practice, into their readings of Monkey

Beach. 'Wendy Faris lists the primary characteristics or prerequisites of magic realist

fiction: "the text contains an 'irreducible element' of magic, something we cannot explain

according to the laws of the universe as we know them." (167); there must be"a strong

presence of the phenomenal world" (169); "the reader may hesitate between two

contradictory understandings of events" (l7l); "we experience the closeness or near-

merging of two realms, two worlds" (173); and "these fictions question received ideas

about time, space, and identitf' (173). Certainly, many readers will sense an incongruity

between their own assumptions about what constitutes reality and that which is proposed

in Monkey Beach.
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Although magic realism is most commonly applied to writingby South American

authors such as Gabriel GarciaMárquez and Jorge Luis Borges it has also been used to

describe Native American writing. Magdelena Delicka, for example, argues that Louise

Erdrich is a magic realist, even while Erdrich denies the affiliation.2 In comparing Eden

Robinson's writing to that of Gabriel García Márquez, Howard Frank Mosher clearly

suggests that Monkey Beach ought to be read through the lens ofmagic realism: o'Eden

Robinson's novel Monkey Beach is North America's long awaited answer to One

Hundred Years of Solitude." 3 Jennifer Andrews and Coral Ann Howells have similarly

argued that Monkey Beach's central conflict arises from the dissimilarity of two worlds.

This supposed incongruity is a characteristic that is often identified in the determining or

labelling of magic realist texts. Accordingly, although Andrews and Howells make no

specific mention of magic realism in their essays, they use the fundamental assumptions

and markers of the genre to examine Robinson's novel.

The most significant question in terms of drawing on magic realist discourse in

discussions of Monkey Beach or other Native texts is one of perspective: whose received

ideas about time and space, and whose idea of magic are being employed to evaluate and

describe the novel's realit/ If the "sense made is inseparable from the sense-making"

(Lucy 13), an examination ofNative epistemologies and ontologies ought to be engaged

in any reading of the novel and, indeed, the third chapter of this study undertakes this

project. Magic realism, meanwhile, ironically claims to destabilize Western binaries, in

which one category is always privileged over the other, even while it relies on the

Westem binaries of civilization and savagery. In other words, magic realism attempts to

meld two seemingly opposed realities, yet the discourse informing magic realism
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ultimately fails to escape the'Western binary oppositions that define those realities.

Applying the magic realist label to a text thus rouses ethical questions. Liam Connell

explains:

Non-Westem societies are persistently characterized through a series of

indicators which are categorized as primitive-one of which is a residual

belief in myth, magic, and the use of ritual. Westem nations by contrast

are charactenzed as progressive, developing,modern. They then are

allowed literary forms called Modernism, where their non-V/estern

counterparts can only write Magic Realism. (95)

Here, magic realism is revealed as an essentially ethnocentric term that has been coined

to explain and categortze"ethtic" literatures. Connell also astutely points out,

"conventionally [myt]r and ritual] have been seen as mere reflections of society, that is, as

ossified reproductions of tradition, intended to preserve cultural attitudes" (101). He

argues further that "formal definitions of Magic Realism fundamentally depend on the

dissimilarity of the two modes of thinking because they have tended to focus on an effect

derived from the incongruity of myth and rationalism" (103). Therefore, in an attempt to

preserve the dominant notion of western rationality, and to compensate for the lack of

appropriate Ìùy'estern theories applicable to minority literatures, the term'oMagic Realism"

is too-often applied to literature perceived to be outside the Western tradition. The

generally accepted binary opposition between Native and Western societies, what Emma

LaRocque calls the civ/sav dichotomy,a is thus entrenched in the conventions of magic

realism. When this opposition is used in the literary examination ofNative texts, the
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examination is sure to reach forgone conclusions, and thus the problem lies not with how

magic realism is applied to a text, but that it is applied at all.

Jennifer Andrews' article sets out to describe the Gothic influences in Monk4t

Beach, but does so without addressing the western binary oppositions that also inform

Gothic fiction. In this sense, she simultaneously engages in an interpretation resonant of

magic realist discourse and the civilizatíon/savagery dichotomy. Andrews first quotes

Margaret Atwood in the opening epigraph: "Magic and monsters don't usually get

associated with Canadian literature" (1) and uses this quotation as a point from which to

launch her discussion of the Gothic in Robinson's text. Unlike mainstream Canadian

literature, however, Canadian Native literature is often associated with magic and

monsters. In fact, many Native stories have been deemed appropriate only for children's

literature because they explore seemingly inexplicable and supernatural subjects.

Although there are many important and valuable Native stories in children's literature

told by both Native and non-Native authors and illustrators,t th"s" same stories are often

missing from adult literature.6 lnWoman, Native, Other,Trinh Minh-ha confirms this

trend:

Associated with backwardness, ignorance, and illiteracy, storytelling in

the more "civTlized" context is therefore relegated to the realm of children.

[...] Not only has the "civilized" mind classified many of the realities it

does not understand in the categories of the untrue and the superstitious, it

has also turned the story-as total event of a community, a people-into a

fatherly lesson for children of a certain age. Indeed, in the'ocivllized"
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context, only children are allowed to indulge in the so-called fantastic or

the fantastic-true. (124)

Thus, because Native literatures often encompass realms and realities that are unfamiliar

to the dominant Canadian majority, recognizingand addressing how magic and monsters

are received when presented in contemporary Native literature intended for an adult

audience would be a productive endeavour.

Andrews, instead, chooses to identifiithe ways Monkey Beach either conforms to

or departs from Canadian Gothic traditions. Andrews argues that Monkey Beach presents

a Native version of Gothic fiction, yet she does so without considering how the

assumptions of civilization and savagery undergirding conventional Gothic fiction could

be considered problematic when transferred to a Native context. Although it can be fairly

argued that there are Gothic influences in Monkey Beach and that this approach certainly

has the potential to add something valuable to our collective readings of the novel,

Monkey Beach does not function only to recall and re-inscribe the tropes of traditional

Canadian Gothic literature. Andrews posits, for example, that "by locating the narrative

on the Northwest coast of British Columbia, [Robinson] overturns the Southern Ontario

focus and asserts a new narrative centre for her gothic vision" (10). Andrews points out

that in opposition to texts such as John Richardson's Wacousta,Robinson offers a

favourable portrayal of her Native characters. Certainly it should come as no surprise

that a contemporary Native writer from Canada's West coast chooses not to portray her

characters as savages living in Ontario. Andrews frames her argument around the notion

that Monkey Beøch functions as a direct response, or a reaction, to Gothic texts such as

Wacousta. This tactic recalls Thomas King's comment: "You make it sound as though
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the Native people spend their entire existence fighting against non-Native whatever. That

just isn't true" ('olnterview" 1ll). Monkey Beach must also be recognized for the ways

thatit functions above and beyond the purpose of upsetting or subverting western literary

conventions.

Indeed, focusing only on the conventions of the Canadian Gothic in relation to

Monkey Beøch limits the possibilities of the novel and, in this case, leads to further

houbling interpretations. For instance, Andrews asserts that "Lisamarie's story begins

with yet another Gothic convention, a portrait of a seemingly closed world far from urban

centres or the basic geographic knowledge of most readers" (10). However, the Kitimaat

setting of Monkey Beach can also be read as a surprisingly connected location; the

villagers have access to the world via vehicles, boats, televisions and telephones and

Lisamarie even has access to an unseen world. The presence of miniskirts, pop music

and porta-potties all indicate that Kitimaat is open to the changes and trends of the

surrounding society.T Robinson's detailed cartographic description of the village's

location in the opening chapter of Monkey Beach can then be interpreted as a method to

communicate Kitamaat's relative accessibility rather than to illustrate its isolation

(Monkey 4). Labelling the Kitamaat area remote and closed, not only overlooks the

presence of many towns in the area, but also glosses over the fact that Haisla

communities have always had many close neighbours, with whom theyhave historically

traded and intermarried. These neighbours include the Tsimshian to the north, the Haida

on Haida Gwaii (or the Queen Charlotte Islands), and the Heiltsuk (or Bella Bella) to the

south. Kitamaat may seem remote and closed to those who have never visited the area,

but Robinson also features its accessibility throughout the text.
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Andrews notes that Canadian Gothic texts such as John Richardson's Vílacousta

"express ambivalence toward the New World and the dislocation experienced by early

settlers," and then argues that Monkey Beach subverts this convention because it displays

'ouncertainty about the world beyond the Haisla community''(9). She also maintains that

"it is ttris external world that proves to be potentially destructive, at least for the

protagonist, Lisamarie Hill, who falls into a pattern of drug and alcohol abuse when she

nrns away to the urban centre of East Vancouver" (9). There are other, more plausible

reasons motivating this stage in the narrative, however: Lisamarie is grieving the death

of her Uncle Mick; she is suffering from guilt after the death of Ma-ma-oo; and she is

travtnatized by her brutal rape and the betrayal of her former friend, Cheese. These

traumatic events take place in Kitimaat; in fact, they precede and most likely provoke her

flight to East Vancouver. Lisamarie's experimentation with drugs and alcohol also

commences long before she departs for Vancouver. For example, she shares her first

"doobie" with her cousin, Tab in the school playground in Kitamaat (204). Indeed, if

Monkey Beach displays uncertainty about the world beyond the Haisla community, it is

equally aware of the uncertainties and dangers that exist inside the community.

By asserting that, like Gothic fiction, Montrey Beach "can be read as a response to

'cultural disorder"'(10), Andrews overstates the cultural disorder in the text and then

attributes this disorder to a clash of cultures. This leads Andrews to make a conclusion

unsupported by the text: "Robinson's narrative conveys the sense that whatever disorder

or confusion the characters experience is a result of their negotiating the often jarring

juxtapositions of Native and non-Native viewpoints"(l0). The text suggests, however,

that there are various and complicated reasons why the characters experience disorder or
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confusion and these reasons cannot easily be attributed to colonization or culture clash.

For example, Ma-ma-oo shares the story of the first B'gwus with Lisamarie:

There was a beautiful woman who was having an affair with her

husband's brother. She and her husband were paddling back to the village

after trading their oolichan grease for seaweed. Just offMonkey Beach,

they stopped and he pissed over the side of the canoe. She lifted her

paddle and clubbed him. While he was in the water, she used the paddle

to hold his head under until he was still. Thinking he was dead, she

paddled back to the village and told everyone he drowned. But the next

day, when the wife and the husband's brother went back to hide the body,

they found large fooþrints in the sand. Worried he might be alive, they

followed the trail into the woods. They discovered the man-transformed

into a b'gwus-who then killed his adulterous wife and brother. (Monkey

2tt)

Besides providing foreshadowing for Josh's murder at the hands of Jimmy, Ma-ma-oo's

story depicts murderous impulses in members of Haisla society in the time before, or at

least outside of a colonial presence. Her story therefore implies that the disorder or

confusion experienced by the novel's characters may not necessarily be the result of

colonization, or a clash of cultures, but the normal conflicts and dynamics that result from

interactions between subjects or individuals. Further, to state that the "characters are

preoccupied with evil because many of them have had to face the impacts of

Eurocentrism on their communities and identities," (10) as Andrews does, is to

simultaneously idealize Native societies prior to contact, deny that Native cultures and
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societies experience and exhibit capacities for both good and evil, and overstate the

impact of colonization as it is depicted in the novel. Emma LaRocque comments on this

elevation of Native cultures prior to contact:

It is true that we shared our resources and held a very special and unique

relationship with the land and with each other, but it is equally true that we

did not exist in some mythical Hiawathian forest of collective good

feelings. This suggests that not everything about who we were were

always reflections of our colonization. ("Native" 273)

Hoy reiterates this argument in How Should I Read These?: "Clearly, the psychology of

struggle over power, of painful clashes, of confrontations with the fearsome and unknown

and monstrous, is not restricted to the narrative of European colonization" (172). Monkey

Beach,with its complex characters and their various motivations, prohibits the reader

from locating the origins of good and evil in the community or its members. Robinson

also thwarts attempts to categorize or even separate Native and non-Native view points.

In response to Traplines, Helen Hoy asks: "'Where do I mark the border of the reserve

and how narowly do I configure it? -- frybread on one side of the line, Rice Krispies on

the other -- where Robinson cannot and does not separate them?" (ll9). tikewise, in

Monkey Beach,Robinson does not create a narative of "jarring juxtapositions," although

it may seem this way for many non-Native Canadians. Instead, where the overlap

between Native and non-Native begins and ends is often indistinguishable, and this tactic

forces the reader to largely abandon his/trer textual strategies of reading for culture or

colonization. Robinson is not primarily concerned with creating unambiguous
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indictrnents against white society, but examining the various reasons that people might

experience personal chaos.

Andrews essay is ultimately contradictory. She first argues that Monkey Beach

exhibits several Gothic conventions, but that Robinson overturns these conventions to

convey a uniquely Native rendition of the Gothic. Andrews then writes, "Robinson raises

questions about how and why readers may see the Native communities in her text as

Gothic and whom such labels serye" (21). Here she calls her own method of reading into

question. She adds that "the use of Gothic conventions allows Robinson to complicate

what otherwise might be read as a narative of suf[ering and the need for reparatiorÌ' (21),

but Andrews reads the novel as a narrative of suffering by claiming that the novel's

characters are consumed by evil due to Eurocentrism.

Again, this is not to say that reading the Monkey Beach with an eye for the Gothic

cannot shed light on Monkey Beach. Robinson has herself noted that she is influenced by

writers such as Stephen King and Edgar Allan Poe.8 However, Andrews' particular claim

thatMonkey Beach sets out to reverse every outward convention of the Gothic comes

across as an atternpt to squeeze the novel into the mould of a Western genre. Kimberly

M. Blaeser regrets the fact that Native literature is often "approached with an already

established theory, and the implication is that the worth of the literature is essentially

validated by its demonstrated adherence to a respected literary mode, dynamic, or style"

("Seeking" 56). Certainly, it is difficult to approach literature with anything other than

established theories, and Andrews presumably applies the conventions of the Gothic to

Monkey Beach because the genre acknowledges and accepts the existence of the

supernafural. However, her essay comes across as an evaluation of how well Monkey
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Beach subverts Gothic conventions when it could, instead, examine more interesting

questions. For example, Andrews neglects to mention that conventional Gothic literature

highlights the co-existence of the mythic and the rational in Western society, and that this

works against the prominent notion of Westem rationalism. lnstead of arguing that

Robinson's Native characters must cope with the'Jarring juxtapositions" between Native

and non-Native viewpoints (10), then, Andrews might have called upon the co-existence

of realism and the supematural in Gothic texts, and argued that Robinson similarly

trespasses metaphysical boundaries. This interpretation would not necessitate an

emphasis on the dif[erences between Native and non-Native, but, rather between ways of

perceiving reality regardless of culture.

Coral Ann Howells' comparative article, "Towards a Recognition of Being:

Tomson Highway's Kíss of the Fur Queen and Eden Robinson's Monkey Beach" does

not mention Gothic convention, but instead attempts to demonstratethat Monkey Beach is

a hybridized text. However, her essay also draws on the constructed distinctions between

civilization and savagery to demonstrate that hybridity. For example, although Howells

ostensibly recognizes that Native cultures are not "fixed in some essentialized past" (qtd

in Howells 147), she argues at the same time that Highway and Robinson'oshare a quality

of double vision, embedded as their imaginations are in their Native heritage of myths

and cultural traditions but also distanced from those by their white English Canadian

education" (147). The implication of this statement is that Native people are fixed in the

past because those who are educated in white institutions become less Native. Regardless

of Howells' intention, this idea "that the adaptation of an indigenous minority to social

change necessarily lessens the indigenous character of that minority" (Barcham 140)
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continues to put forth a stagnant and restrictive concept of Native identity not supported

by Monkey Beach. Howells effectively argues that Robinson's Haisla knowledge is

limited to myths and legends and that her white English Canadian education gives her

access to all other knowledge. Although she claims that Robinson straddles both sides of

the dichotomy, Howells, nevertheless, here resorts to engaging in a discussion of

civilization and savagery.

Howells also claims that Lisamarie's narrative "quickly becomes a spiritual

joumey in quest of her own Native identity'' (153) and, like Andrews, she surmises that

this is a result of the "Native person's predicament of being caught between two cultures

and systems of value" (Howells 154). Howells' reading first simplifies the text by

ignoring the other kinds of positions Lisa is simultaneously negotiating. By ignoring

Lisa's other complex social locations, Howells suggests that Lisamarie's reality, as an

expression of Native identity, cannot also be considered a viable reality for the non-

Native reader. This interpretation relegates the novel to the category of mere cultural

expression and, as such, one that is not necessarily expected to inform any opinions or

identity formations outside of Western culture. Although texts labelled "magic realist"

are sometimes imagined to "aim to present a credible version of experienced reality''

(Zanora 500), the criticism of these texts do not seem to fully accept that proposed

reality, and thus it must charactenze any seemingly unrealistic aspects to a particularly

ethnic origin. Non-Native authors, for example, who engage in discussions of the

supematural are not said to be in search of their cultural identities. Certainly, at no point

does Robinson characterize Lisa's journey as one to find her "Native identiff' and it is

somewhat difficult to imagine how Lisa emerges at the end of the novel '?eady to take up
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her powerful inheritance as a shamanistic storyteller" (Howells 150). Unfortunatel¡ the

term "shaman" conjures up stereotypical images, and Robinson does not use any such

term in the text.

Howells describes both Monkey Beach and The Kíss of the Fur Queen as "striking

examples of hybridised texts" (147). By arguing that Lisa is "caught between two

cultures" (154) and then applying a hybridity bandage to reconcile what she perceives as

an identity aperture, Howells misuses Bhabha's concept: *[hybridity] is not a third term

that resolves the tension between two cultures, or the two scenes of the book, in a

dialectical play of 'recognition'. The displacement from symbol to sign creates a crisis

for any concept of authority based on a system of recognition" (Bhabha 113). Andrews

makes a surprisingly similar statement to Howells': "[Lisamarie] blends tribal beliefs

with an intimate knowledge of the non-Native world" (2). Again, Bhabha clarifies:

*Hybridity intervenes in the exercise of authority not merely to indicate the impossibility

of its identity but to represent the unpredictability of its presence" (1 14). Howells

underestimates the meaning of hþridity because she continues to attempt to separate

Native and non-Native, when, according to Bhabha, this 'blending' is already present;

cultural origins cannot be traced or recognized in hybridized texts.

Indeed, Monkey Beach is an example of hybridity in the sense that it precludes

any attempt at cultural separations into Haisla and Western, Native and non-Native. It is,

however, an example of hybridity in the sense that many Canadian novels, which are not

written by minority authors, also demonstrate hybridity. Ironically although both terms

were originally coined in order to avoid theoretical typecasting, minority literature is too-

often labelled magic realism or "hybridized" literature. Thus, to only argue that Monkey
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Beach is ahybridizedtextbased on Bhabha's definition would contradict the purpose of

this thesis since it would, first, suggest that Native literature occupies a peripheral

location in contrast to mainstream literature, and second, it would ignore the fact that

many Native writers and critics have objected to facets of post-colonial theory. Elivira

Pulitano points out, for example, that Native critics have expressed concern because they

have been disregarded by well-known post-colonial theorists:

[Louis] Owens posits that areader must turn, almost with surprise, from

Said's extraordinary denigration of Native Americans in Culture and

Imperialism and Bhabha's silencing of the indigenous inhabitants of the

Americas in his panoply of minority voices in The Location of Culture to

Trinh's critical narratives in order to find mention of Leslie Marmon

Silko's storytelling and Vizenor's trickster, as if the works produced by

Native Americans are less marginal and less anticolonial than those

produced by African American, Asian American, or Chicano writers.

(Pulitano 11)

Thomas King also points out that Canada is far from postcolonial in his article, "Godzilla

Vs. Post-Colonial." Blanca Schorcht summarizes, "King suggests instead that we read

Native literature not as post-colonial literature-and by implication not simply as

responses to English, Canadian, or American literatures-but as Native literafure"

(Schorcht 4). rWhile post-colonial theories must not be ignored, the purpose of this

particular project is to highlight and promote the theories and discursive strategies of

Native literary critics, not to read Native literature solely as post-colonial theory.
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Monkey Beach cleafly demonstrates that Lisamarie is not caught between two

worlds. Instead, Western readers and critics are caught between two worlds, or rather,

between two ideas of what constitutes Native and V/estem worlds. As Helen Hoy states,

"'What's different, according to a particular outsider interpretive community becomes the

defining characteristics of a group. The process proves to be primarily an exercise in

selÊrevelation" (179). Robinson, instead, thwarts and frustrates attempts to categorize or

even separate so-called Native and non-Native viewpoints; Monkey Beach instead

proposes that "Native" viewpoints may and may not be Native and that "Western"

viewpoints may or may not be Western. For example, as I expand on in the following

chapters, Robinson employs the figure of the b'gwus, or the sasquatch, to highlight the

mythic in western cultures, despite the'West's insistence on its rationalism.

Richard Lane's essay, "Performing Gender: First Nations, Feminism, and

Trickster'Writing in Eden Robinson's Monkey Beach" also seems content to define

Lisamarie only in terms of her power as a First Nations woman. His paper speaks of the

novel as one "that negotiates two main cultural forces: indigenous, First Nations

culture(s), and postcolonial mainstream Canadian culture(s)" and he argues that in the

process Lisamarie'oemerges as a powerful First Nations woman, involved in indigenous

cultural recovery and a re-inscription of power" (162). Yet these observations are never

described in such terms in Monkey Beach; again, Robinson does not seem to encourage a

reading where Lisamarie emerges as anything but a young woman who is continually

attempting to reconcile with her family and her own unique abilities.

Robinson encourages the reader to interpret the knowledge passed from Ma-ma-

oo to Lisamarie, not necessarily as tradition or spiritual knowledge-both of which are
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overused terms with strong stereotypical resonances-but as a way for Lisamarie to live

in and make sense of her world. What may be labeled 'traditional education' takes place

in very routine and ordinary moments of togetherness. For example, while spending time

with Ma-ma-oo Lisa learns many things: she leams that her grandmother speaks to her

grandfather, even after his death (172); she picks up knowledge about plants and animals

(161); and she finds out what Ma-ma-oo thinks about the spirit world (153). These

moments between Ma-ma-oo and Lisa are not depicted as the formal transference of

culturally sacred knowledge, but the everyday dynamics and routine interactions within

family and community relationships. The bond between Lisa and Ma-ma-oo, of course

includes and contains Haisla traditions, but in a sense that complicates the very

demarcations of Haisla traditions. Through these everyday moments, for example, Ma-

ma-oo emerges as a much more developed, substantial and humourous character than the

wise elder stereotype would convey. Ma-ma-oo is depicted as a fallible character, as her

victimization at the hands of Ba-ba-oo indicates. Likewise, the act of summarizingLisa

as a young woman torn between worlds or as a nationalistic "First Nations woman" does

little to convey Lisa's insecurities, ambivalent feelings, and personal complexities.

Lane's essay also seems to suggest that Aboriginal cultures struggle to exist in the

present-day: "Trickster writing is about the contemporary community and how First

Nations culture functions within the modem-day world" (167). Again, the question of

how contemporaryNative cultures function, quite simply, does not arise in Monkey

Beach. One might as well ask how any culture functions in the modern-day world.

Lisamarie is neither depicted as being afraid of losing her Native identity nor of being left

behind by Westem culture. This fear of in-betweenness or ambiguity so emphasized in
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the críticism is, in fact, celebrated in the text. Thus, the language and terminology that

the critics in this chapter employ emphasize the very perceived cultural differences that

Robinson carefully evades. Lisamarie remains fairly unconcerned with her cultural

identity, but readers who assume that contemporary Native life in Canadais inherently

contradictory may naturally conclude that she struggles with her identity.

Thus, while these critics have identified useful theories or approaches that could

be successfully applied to Monkey Beach, such as the Gothic and Bhabha's theory of

hybridity, they are not able to sustain an argument that does not in some sense, fall into

the binaries of civilization and savagery. LaRocque writes, "everything we create gets

re-translated to fit preconceived notions of who we are" ("Native" 271). To continually

point out how Monkey Beach is a search for Native identity, or a manifestation of

colonization, acts to reveal the concerns of non-Native audiences and their preconceived

notions of Nativeness and what Native communities must experience. These attempts

overlook the strategies that Robinson consistently employs to prevent such discursive

lines of reasoning.
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Notes

t 
See Francis (103-105) for an account of "museum mania" in Canada.

2 Delicka's article asserts that Native reality is "irrational and intuitive" (26). Meanwhile,

Louise Erdrich states, "the events people pick out as magical don't seem unreal to me"

(qtd in Chavkin 2).

3 Mosher's blurb is featured on the page just prior to the title page of the paperback

Vintage Canada Edition, 2001 of Monkey Beach.

o S"" LaRocque, .When the Other" (116). Gerald Vizenor also refers to this as "the

monotonous theme of civilization and savage4/' (Fugitive 73).

t 
See the works of Michael Kusugak, Cynthia Leitich Smith, and Richard Van Camp for

examples. Of course, these authors are not limited to traditional stories.

6Notable exceptions are Harry Robinsons' Write It on Your Heart,ManaCampbell's

Stories of the Road Allowance People, and Thomas King's novels.

t Thank you to Dr. Alison Calder forbringing this to my attention.

8 
See Berry for an interview with Eden Robinson where she discusses her many literary

influences.
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Chapter Two: Aesthetic Survivancez Monkey Beach and the Postmodern

Monkey Beach actively and successfully avoids endorsing any kind of essential

Native identity. Its characters are diverse and have multiple and infinite identity

possibilities. Robinson uses multþle narrative strategies to release her characters from

definitive categoization. The literary concepts and terminology articulated by Gerald

Vizenor in Manífest Manners (1994), Fugitive Poses (1998), and Postindian

Conversations (1999) provide a theoretical lens and vocabulary that can be employed in

exploring the dimensions and effects of Robinson's strategies. Drawing on postmodern

theory Vizenor has coined a unique terminology that includes terms such as victimry,

terminal creed, postíndian, survívance, and transmotion, which he uses to combat

stereotypes of Native peoples and cultures. His primary target is manífest manners; that

is, dominant attitudes and beliefs that have atternpted to relegate Native cultures to

stagnancy. He defines manifest manners as

the course of dominance, the racialist notions and misnomers sustained in

archives and lexicons as 'authentic' representations of indian cultures.

Manifest manners court the destinies of monotheism, cultural

determinism, objectivism, and the structural conceits of savagism and

civilization . (M anífe s t v11)

BothFugítive Poses andManifest Manners reveal the strategies and effects of this

racialist dominance and are relentless in their criticism of the ways in which Native North

Americans have been "denied anything resembling their own unabating human

variousness" (Postíndian 4). Yizenor seeks to expose the detrimental effects of
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essentialist notions, regardless of whether they appear in Native or non-Native literature,

and he aims to provide feasible theoretical alternatives. These alternatives, and the

narative style in which Vizenor presents these alternatives, are decidedly

deconstructionist.

This chapter puts forth and responds to the following questions: What is

Vizenor's critical approach to literature? How does examining Eden Robinson's Monkey

Beach from Vizenor's postmodern viewpoint facilitate an interpretation of the novel that

differs from the ones offered by the critics featured in the previous chapter? What kinds

of thernes and narrative strategies emerge when questions of cultural identity are

momentarily put aside and how does this strategy highlight the aesthetic visions of the

novel?

Gerald Vizenor approaches Native literature from what Arnold Krupat has termed

a cosmopolitan perspective: "Recognizing the primary need to attend to the terms and

categories Native people use for themselves, the cosmopolitan critic may nonetheless

carefully draw on'structuralism,' or'deconstruction,' Mam, Freud, Bakhtin, or

feminism(s) for insights into a Native American text" (Red 23). Yizenor has assembled

his distinctive critical theory-which he uses to evaluate Native writing, writing about

Natives, and other critical perspectives-on the theories of French postmodern theorists

zuch as Jean Baudrillard, Jean-François Lyotard, and Jacques Derrida, all of whom he

cites in Fugitive Poses and Manifest Manners. He therefore attends to the ways that

discursive language and colonial discourse have disseminated and naturalized gross

misrepresentations of Aboriginal peoples and communities, while providing the critical

means to move past these representations.
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Postmodemism fundamentally assumes that all meaning rests within and not

outside of discourse; thus the notion of the authentic is determined to be disastrously

misleading. Niall Lucy frames this general tenet in the following manner: "Reality is not

just something that is there aheady, waiting to be presented textually. lnstead of thinking

of reality as coming beþre textuality, then, it is possible to think of this very notion as an

ffict of textualitf' (14). Vizenor's writing sanctions this central postmodernist creed:

"Discourse is cultural, cultivated, fabricated" (Fugitive 74). Accordingly, while Vizenor

takes care to introduce his innovative vocabulary, especially in Fugitíve Poses, he does

this without always completely defining those terms. His intention is to defer meaning,

to avoid allowing it to rest on one definition, and in doing so he acknowledges and draws

attention to the arbitrary nature of language in a typically postrnodem manner. Vizenor

also incorporates this principle into his writing style, which can easily be construed as a

tactic to promote ambiguity. The following passage serves as an example: "Native

stories are the canons of survivance: the tease of seasons, scent of cedar, oneiric names,

shamanic creases, and the sure transmotion of sovereignty''(Fugitive 23). Vizenor's

essays can read like embellished poetry; for the reader, moments of lucidity are rare, yet

exhilarating.

Vizenor is concemed not only with the way words can draw attention to their own

ambiguity, but also with the ways they can change and challenge the literature of

dominance, specifically that used to overwrite Native peoples and communities. Indeed,

as A. Robert Lee summarizes in Postíndian Conversations,"Yizenor so has emphasized

memory, art, story, language, humour, and belief as lifeblood or plasma, the ways in

which imagination gives-and, in its powers both to remember and create and recreate,
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sustains-an evolving Native identity" (15). Vizenor believes that while stories and

words have the power to limit identities, they also have equal power to display variety

and immeasurability and his own works of fiction display this multþlicity.

Vizenor's critical writing is radical and controversial. For instance, he puts forth

that "the inheritance of tribal traits and the traditional use of an oral tribal language,

recognition of peers and documents of family connections to a reservation or tribal

community are simulations of identities" (59). These markers, which are often used

when classiffing Native identity and are-especially when presented in conjunction with

each other-accepted prerequisites, are here thought to inadequately substantiate Native

identity. ln fact, Vizenor seems to argue that anyone can be arr Indían, since the word

indìan is always and necessarily ironic: "natives are presence, indians are simulations"

(Fugitìve 15). He explicates further: "the indian is a misnomer, a simulation with no

referent and with the absence of natives; indians are the other, the names of sacrifice and

victim¡y'' (Fugitíve 27). Clearly, as Vizenor so aptly demonstrates, Native peoples are

under no obligation to fulfill or embody the fantasies that have historically resided in the

term Indian.

Vizenor makes extensive use of the concept of simulatíon inthe sense that Jean

Baudrillard uses it in Simulacra and Simulation (lgg4)and applies it to the

misrepresentation of Aboriginal peoples :

The indian is the absence, natives the presence, and an absence because

the name is a discoverable, and a historical simulation of distinct native

cultures. [...] The point is that we are long past the colonial invention of

the indian. We come after the invention, and we are the postindians. That
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says more about who we are not, which is significant in identity politics,

and nothing about who we are or might become as postindians. Natives,

of course, use simulations too, but for reasons of liberation rather than

dominance. Postindians create ananative presence, and that sense of

presence is both reversion and futurity. (Postíndian 84)

At odds with the indian is the postíndian, who o'must waver over the aesthetic ruins of

indian simulations" (Fugítive 15). Vizenor, like Baudrillard, distrusts or disbelieves the

concept ofthe original real. The real is instead always created and recreated with

simulations. Thus, "the postindian conversions are in the new stories of survivance over

dominance" (Manífest 4) and "the simulations of survivance are heard and read stories

that mediate and undermine the literature of dominance" (Manifesr 12). Native literatures

that work against manifest manners are thus stories of survivance.

Vizenor also uses Jacques Derrida's term dffirance to elucidate Native texts:

"The 'meaning' and differences of native experience are deferred to other unameable

situations, at other times; the difference of native identities is deferred to other native

stories" (Fugitive 34). From Vizenor's point of view, then, Native literature must

continually defer meaning and this can be judged by its ability to exponentially increase

the potential forms and meanings of Native stories. There is not, in other words, a

quintessential Native story. Vizenor believes Native stories must eschew the essentialism

of identities and experiences and avoid espousing what he calls manifest manners or

terminal creeds at all costs.

Since Emma LaRocque writes that"asimple assertion of one's (Native) humanity

is a form of resistance" ("When the Other" l2l), it can be argued that Monkey Beach is
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resistance literature because it presents the lived experiences and stories of Native people

as "liberated from the melancholy of permanence" (Vizenor, Manífest 104). Robinson

stages this resistance using several methods. First, and most importantly, she not only

undermines and mocks stereotypical and racialist notions, but she bypasses them

altogether by de,picting Native characters in their "own unabating human variousness"

(Lee, Postíndían 4). By refusing to draw clear lines between Native and non-Native

cultures, Robinson undercuts essentialism and makes the subjectivity, as opposed to the

objectivity, of her characters apparent. This ambiguity regarding identity labels allows

the reader to refocus on how she employs specific literary strategies to interrogate other

thernes. For example, Monkey Beach explores family relationships, the nature of

violence, grief and guilt, all with subtle and not so subtle humour. Robinson also

redirects and reframes the concept of magic thus rejecting the civtlizationlsavagery

dichotomy.

Robinson creates characters that each construct, enact and embody their own

unique identity characteristics. These characters are not only diverse from each other, but

they are themselves also constantly in flux and thereby undermine the concept of an

essentialized Native identity. Robinson's characters differ widely in their personalities,

their beließ and values, and their abilities, thus rejecting any outside attempt to

categonze indigeneity. Monkey Beach refuses to incarcerate its characters in a'þrison of

false identities" (Vizenor, Fugítíve 22) and any generalized classification of Native

identity will inevitably be frushated by the words and actions of the characters

themselves.
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Because she is all too aware of the anthropolog¡cal gaze that is cast on both

Native writing and Native people, Robinson creates humourous and witty characters who

find ways to avert this gaze;

After I got back from a long day at school, we would commiserate

with each other over the unfairness of it all, and almost without fail, end

up sitting on the church steps. [...] Once, while we were sitting there, a

blue BMW slowly drove past us, with three little blonde kids pressing

their faces against the windows, their eyes round as they stared at us as if

\rye were dangerous animals in azoo.

'You warura moon them?' Pooch said.

'Na\v,' I said. 'Our asses might end up on a postcard.'

Pooch flipped them the bird instead. The woman in the passenger

seat snapped a picture.

'See?' I said. 'You're gonna be famous now. Your postcard will

read, 'Indian boy gives ancient Haisla greeting.' (219)

Here Robinson "teases the reader to see the absence, the simulation of the other, as a

problem" (Vizenor, Postindian 85). Robinson accomplishes this by ridiculing cultural

tourism and mocking the V/estern desire for the authentic Other. Because the novel so

aptly and obviously displays that Native peoples are not homologous reproductions of a

static and noble cultural context, this scene not only makes the simulation of the indian

readily apparent, it conveys the disgust and annoyance of the characters at being the

target of an "othenng" gaze. Robinson also simultaneously and selÊreflexively

demonstrates that her subject position as a Native writer does not predetermine what she
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will say or what she means. The tornists in the car are not privy to the conversation

between Lisa and her friends and thus happily feel they have witnessed and captured

Indian children atplay. No different is the reader who reads Monkey Beach without

absorbing its irony and feels that he or she has acquired an insight into authentic Native

life in Canada. Robinson sets out to complicate and question cultural tourism in any

form.

Monkey Beach relies heavily on casual dialogue and on everyday transactions

between Lisamarie, her friends, and her family members in order to depict the characters'

divergent desires and motivations, all of which distinguish them from each other and

certainly from any prevalent stereotypes of Native people. As the novel's protagonist and

narator, Lisa's character is the most fully developed in the novel. However, the reader

increasingly senses that anovel of equal length could be written on several of the other

characters and their life stories; the relationship between Ma-ma-oo and Ba-ba-oo,

Jimmy's experiences of growing up and falling in love, the tease of a hidden love story

between Lisa's Uncle Mick and her motJrer, and even the details of Josh's past are just a

few of the untapped narratives within the novel. Since, as Gerald Vizenor writes, "the

omeaning' and differences of native experience are deferred to other unameable situations

at other times; the differance of native identities is deferred to other native stories"

(Fugítive 34). Monkey Beach succeeds at establishing several additional narrative

possibilities and thus firther imaginatively increases the realm of Native stories and

identities by showing that there are infinite Native perspectives and experiences.

As abildungsroman, or a novel of formation, Monkey Beach also complicates the

characters' identities by developing them over a substantial period of time. The novel
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opens with Lisamarie waiting to hear about Jimmy's whereabouts, and his disappearance

initiates her reflections on their childhood and adolescence. This coming-of-age story,

however, unlike other bildungsroman novels, does not represent a journey from

fragmentation to wholeness. Infact, in contrast to Richard Lane's statement that Lisa

"emerges as a powerful First Nations woman" (162), Robinson's narrative strategy does

not allow any kind of coherent national culture or identity label to subsume the unique

individuality of any of the characters. As established in the previous chapter, it seems

incomplete and somewhat predictable to only describe Lisa in terms of her cultural and

gender locations, when the novel offers so many other identity classifications. Lisa is, for

example, also a brave child, a funny sisteE a loyal friend, and, indeed, she becomes a

strong woman, yet not in a particularly nationalist or feminist sense. Moreover, to define

Lisa at the end of the novel as a'þowerful First Nations woman" (Lane 162) or a

"shamanistic storyteller" (Howells 150) gives the impression that the novel offers a

restorative journey of selÊdiscovery. Indeed, this label goes against Lisa's own

ambivalence about her abilities. The novel refuses to produce a neatly-wrapped narrative

in a cultural bundle wherein the reader gains a complete understanding of Lisa's unified

Native self. Although Lisa re-establishes a much more healthy routine when she returns

to Kitamaat, compared to her self-destructive behaviour in Vancouver, she is well-aware

that home is not an idyllic retreat. The ambiguous ending, for example, does not provide

a picture of a restored and whole self; Lisa is consistently confused about the messages

she receives from the spirit world and gives in to the temptation to allow the worm-like

creature to feed offher in order to find Jimmy (368). She even finds herself precariously

perched on the edge between life and death and Ma-ma-oo tells her to go back (372)-
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Moreover, if Jimmy has been lost at sea, as the ending suggests, the last page

undoubtedly signals the beginning of more grief and loss for Lisa and her family. The

bildungsroman style of the novel does not convey a sense of wholeness. Instead,

Robinson draw on this format to display, in a postmodern sense, Lisa's fragmented and

undulating journey in greater detail.

Lisamarie's narrative primarily altemates between Lisa's search for Jimmy and

her reflections on their childhood and adolescence, but Robinson also incorporates a

parallel narrative in second person, which is intermittently injected into the text:

Behold, your heart. Touch it. Run your fingers across this strong,

pulsating organ. Your brain does not completely control your heart. In

the embryo, the heart starts beating even before it is supplied by nerves.

The electrical currents that ripple across your heart causing it to contract

are created by a small bundle of specialized nerve tissue on the upper

right-hand comer of your heart. (Monkey 164)

Here, and in other similar passages throughout the novel, Robinson speaks directly to the

reader, redirecting him or her to focus on the perceptual experience of the body. By

isolating and recalling the image of the heart, Robinson requires the reader to

acknowledge the human body as the physiological site of experience and thereby blurs

perceived distance or difference between the reader and Lisa. The body is the root of

perception, as David Abram states: "if without this body [...] there would be no

possibility of experience--then the body itself is the true subject of experience" (45).

Here, Robinson invites the reader to dissect that experience: "Pull your heart out of your

chest. Cut away the tubes that sprout from the top. Place your heart on a table. Take a
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knife and divide it in half, lengthwise" (Robinson 191). Although our understandings

about the body are culturally-informed, Robinson here indicates that we all have a body.

In doing so, Robinson bypasses essentialist ideas of cultural distance based on racial

constructions, and draws attention for a brief moment to a site of physical commonality,

however varied. The reader can then interpret Lisa's experiences as a unique and

subjective perception, and not as a result of her Nativeness. In this sense, Robinson

encourages the reader to recognize the novel as a text that is not rendered unintelligible or

inaccessible by its cultural-specifi city.

Robinson employs other strategies in Monkey Beach to deter her audience from

reading for culture. For example, although she accepts and identifies harmful effects of

colonization, Robinson also chooses to point out that the community of Kitamaat is not

overcome, nor is its trajectory predetermined, by colonial forces. In this way, she creates

an account of survivance, as defined by Gerald Vizenor:

Survivance, in my use of the word, means a native sense of presence, the

motion of sovereignty and the will to resist dominance. Survivance is not

just survival but also resistance, not heroic or tragic, but the tease of

tradition, and my sense of survivance outwits dominance and victimry.

(Postíndían93)

ln Monkey Beach, Robinson creates an accotrnt of survivance, not of victimry. The novel

is not primarily a narrative of suflering. Its protagonist, Lisamarie, is not depicted as

tragrc nor is her life narrative or destiny narowly defined. The novel inevitably includes

suffering because it takes as its subject the inner conflicts of a young woman. Lisa's life

narrative includes the naturally undulating dynamics of family relationships, difficult
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personal struggles, and unexpected deaths. Yet, Robinson does not inscribe a narrative of

tragedy on the Kitamaat setting; Monkey Beach instead introduces its community as the

site of infinite stories ranging from the hilarious to the frigþtening, from the extraordinary

to the commonplace. In fact, the humour in the novel has been largely overlooked by

other critics. In this sense, Monkey Beach "teases the obvious associations of history"

(Vizenor, Postindian 82) because while the reader may expect the narative to be only

one of loss and tragedy, Robinson's humour dodges those expectations. This humour,

which is embedded within the novel's dialogue and in Lisamarie's storytelling skills,

works to counteract, reroute and surprise pity. Robinson's humour works to seduce her

readers, develop her characters' personalities, make her stories memorable, and set the

darker elements of the novel into relief.

The scene where Lisa stages an intervention with Jimmy is both funny and

poignant. In a move that is not particularly well-planned, Lisa takes Jimmy away from

the town in an attempt to get him sober: "I remembered the trip we took when we were

kids, when Jimmy had wanted to take pictures of sasquatches, and I thought, he¡ what a

kick if he wakes up on Monkey Beach" (341). However, Jimmy does not find it funny

and the two fight as if they are kids aga'ri,. However, the time spent together allows the

two to talk as adults and compare their experiences. In this humourous and realistic

scene, the siblings find themselves at a geographical point of shared memories, but their

conversation reveals just how differently they perceived their childhood: Jimmy says, "I

never understood why you missed them so much. Mick was a nut and Ma-ma-oo was a

cold fish" (348). Between punching, biting, and throwing humourous insults, the two

initiate a more open relationship.
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Unfortunately, Robinson's use of humour does not prevent her narrative from

being read as trag¡c, as we have seen in the last chapter. Jennifer Andrews comments that

the characters in Monkey Beach "are preoccupied with evil because many of them have

had to face the impacts of Eurocentrism on their communities and identities (Andrews

10). Gerald Vizenor would call this a terminal creed because it serves only to define

Native cultures in relationship to dominant Westem society. Andrews overlooks the

humour and survivance in the novel and instead chooses to highlight colonization:

"fMonkey Beach] pays special attention to the role of the residential school system, the

transition from a matriarchal to a patriarchal socio-political structure, and the

longstanding history of govemment attønpts to wipe out Native populations in Canada

and the United States through relocation and legal regulation" (Andrews 10). The

novel's characters have had to deal with these colonial forces, but by no means do they

'þay special attention" to these specific events. lnstead, Robinson shows that the

characters in the novel are decidedly not preoccupied with evil: Lisa is preoccupied with

finding some friends she feels comfortable with, and understanding her gift; Jimmy is

altemately preoccupied with searching for the b'gwus, with swimming, and with

Karaoke; Mick is preoccupied with Elvis, with finding work and, perhaps, re-establishing

a sense of home; Lisa's father is preoccupied with his garden, and later, with finding

Jimmy; Ma-ma-oo may be preoccupied with spending time with her granddaughter, with

her love for cooking, and with the lives depicted in soap operas; and after Mick's death,

the characters are preoccupied with grief. In short, the characters are primarily shown to

be variously preoccupied, but not with the evils of Eurocentrism. Perhaps Robinson

would say with Ann-Marie Sewell, "It's not that i don't know some of the darkness that
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colonial Canadian practices feed. For the sake of healing, though, i'm trying to weave

my life, and my writing, from stronger stuff' (sic 21).

However, Robinson does not deny or ignore the effects of colonization. She

addresses, albeit briefly, the ways that Mick and Trudy's experiences at residential school

distance them physically and emotionally from their family. The legacy of residential

schools also provides the context for one of the more serious and disturbing elements of

the book; Trudy's boyfriend, Josh, has endured sexual abuse at the hands of a priest while

attending residential school. The na:rative clearly establishes that Josh has sexually

abused Jimmy's girlfriend, Adelaine Jones, who is also known as Karaoke. Robinson

also hints that Josh may also have harmed Trudy's daughter, Tabitha, and Pooch. The

text alludes to Tab's abuse when she runs away from her mother in Vancouver and is

made to return with Josh:

Aunt Trudyhad told them that Josh offered to drive her down to

make up for'the incident.'

'I'd rather hitch,' Tab said.

'Do you know how dangerous that is?' Mom said. 'Do you know

what could happen to you?'

Tab laughed bitterly. (208)

There is an equally brief, but telling moment after Pooch's funeral when Karaoke hints

that Josh has something to do with Pooch's suicide:

'Did he say anything to you guys?' Frank said.

I shook my head. 'Not to me. But we didn't talk much.'

'We all know why he did it,' Karaoke said.
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'Shut up,' Frank said. 'Just shut up.'

'Yes, let's not talk about it. Josh didn't -'

'Shut. Up.'

The text does not say if Pooch was sexually abused, but it hints that Josh has harmed him

in some way and the reader can only hlpothesize based on Josh's other actions.

Karaoke's abuse, on the other hand, is confirmed when it is accidentally revealed to both

Lisa and Jimmy:

In the pocket of Jimmy's brown leather jacket, I found an old

photograph and a folded-up card. The picture was black-and-white.

Josh's head was pasted over a priest's head and Karaoke's was pasted over

a little boy's. I tumed it over: Dear Joshua,itread. I remember every

day we spent together. How are you? I míss you terribly. Please write.

Yourfriend ín Christ, Archibald.

I asked Karaoke about itlater, and she uncomfortably said it was

meant as a joke, Jimmy was never supposed to find it. But she wouldn't

look at me, and she left a few minutes later. Jimmy'd picked it up the

s¿Ìme way I had. The folded-up note card was a birth announcement. On

the front, a stork carried ababy across a blue sky with fluffu white clouds.

It's a boy! was on the bottom of the card. lnside, in neat, careful

handwriting it said, "Dear, dear Joshua. It was yours so I killed it." (365)

One of the stories in Robinson's collectionTraplines, "Queen of the North," follows

Karaoke as she recovers from an abortion. Here, Traplines and Monkey Beachwork

together to give a more detailed picture of Karaoke's experiences. Here, Robinson
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clearlyrelates Josh's abusiveness to his residential experience, and in this particular case,

Josh's evil-doing is depicted as a direct result of colonization.

In the same way, Robinson cites racism as a motivation for some of the violence

in the text. For example, one of Lisa's most dangerous encounters is in the small town of

Terrace, where she and her cousin Erica are approached by a car of young white men

hurling racist insults (250). These men af,e clearly out to harm, and although Lisamarie's

bravado in this scene is, in a sense, humorous ("The dickless wonder can speak. I

thought guys like you just grunted"), it is also frightening because she comes very close

to being attacked. Josh's abuse and Lisa's confrontation are two clear examples where

Robinson indicts colonization.

However, the reader is not able to consistently use colonization or racism as the

key to deciphering all the reasons for violence in the community, and Robinson maintains

an ambiguous stance regarding why people do bad things. Mick comments that Josh is "a

bit fucked up, but hey, who isn't?" (68); this also serves as a reminder that the narative is

interested in exploring the potential for violence in all people. Robinson is, for example,

interested in the ways in which seemingly benign characters demonstrate the ability to

engage in violence. For example, in an unexpected scene, Lisa is drugged and raped by

her friend, Cheese (257). It is only in the traumatic aftermath of this rape that Lisa begins

to sleepwalk, and during a visit to the psychiatrist, she sees a creature that does not at all

resemble her former visions: "'What I tried not to focus on was the thing that was beside

her, whispering in her ear. It had no flesh, just tight thin skin over bones. Its fingers sank

into her arms, its legs wrapped around her waist as it clung to her like a baby'' (273).

Lisa allows this thing to feed on her and later says, "I knew it was wrong to want the
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thing to feed on me again, I knew it was bad. But without it, the night was long and

empty and endless" Q75). She also begins to hear voices from the forest that promise

they can exact revenge on Cheese if she feeds them (261). By suggesting that Lisa has a

substantial desire for revenge and a capacity for violence, Robinson explores how Lisa

copes with various pressures. Instead of enacting revenge, however, Lisa seems to turn

her sense of grief and anger on herself during her self-destructive stint in Vancouver; she

is practically unrecognizable to the reader in those scenes. Robinson also explores

Jimmy's capacityfor violence, although he is one of the most docile and seemingly

harmless characters in the novel: 'oJimmy brought the oar down on his head. It hit Josh's

left temple and his head snapped back and God, he killed him, he hoped he killed him"

(369). However, because the scene where Jimmy kills Josh immediately follows a scene

where Lisa allows the worm-like creature to feed on her, it is unclear whether this event

exists in Lisa's imagination or if it is knowledge granted to her by this thing that feeds.

What is clear is that Robinson is very much interested in exploring the

ambivalence, potential evils and destructive behaviours that lurk in people, in the spirit

world, and in nature. Robinson clearly draws on the influence of horror and Gothic

literature, although not merely in the sense that Andrews argues in the first chapter.

However, Robinson does more than draw on cultural influences or other genres. In

Monkey Beach she creates Lisamarie Hill's unique vision of the world. In this sense, she

is what Vizenor calls a varionative since "varionatives are the artists of their identities,

their memories and stories are not discoveries or the actualities of experience, but the

very creation ofpersonal realities" (FugitiveT5). For example, not every supematural

creature in the novel is meant to be taken as derivative of traditional Haisla mythology.
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úl fact, Robinson rejects the idea that there is a specific and separate Haisla mythic world

that exists apart from any other spirit world. Just as Lisa's identity is not split into Native

and non-Native, the wide world of the unknown inMonkey Beach's is not split into neat

categories of Native and non-Native. This can be demonstrated by visiting the site in the

novel where Western and Haisla stories are most recognrzably conflated-in the figure of

the b'gwus, or the sasquatch. By evoking the ambiguity surrounding this elusive

creature, Robinson engages both Aboriginal and European mythologies, simultaneously

demonstrating the potential for mystery and reason in both traditions and thereby

demolishing popular concepts of insurmountable cultural difflerence. The unconfirmed

presence of B'gwus haunts the text; its presence becomes a non-presence and a

postmodern indication thatinMonkey Beach, reality is not an objective certainty, but a

negotiable term. As Liam Connell states, the maintenance of the civilization versus

savagery theme is 'þossible only when the co-existence of the rational with the intuitive

in Westem epistemology is denied" (108). Thus, by assembling stories and sightings of

the b'gwus / sasquatch, Robinson engages a myth, or an unconfirmed existence, that is

familiar to all her readers. Both Haisla and Westem cultures have equally substantial

bodies of knowledge or collections of stories on the subject. For example, Lisa shares

knowledge of the B'gwus particular to the Kitamaat area: "Cockles are a favourite food

of B'gwus" and "Monkey Beach is popular with B'gwus because it has so many cockles

and clams" (317). She also tells stories of B'gwus sightings at Monkey Beach (7) and

even sees the B'gwus herself: "I turned back and saw him. Just for a moment, just a

glimpse of a tall man, covered in brown fur. He gave me a wide, friendly smile, but he

had too many teeth and they were all pointed" (16). She then engages other discussions
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of the B'gwus that are not specifically Haisla: "B'gwus is famous because of his wide

range of homes. In some places, he's called Bigfoot. In other places, he's Yeti, or the

Abominable Snowman, or Sasquatch" (317). And although Lisa claims "they are no

longer sighted" (3 18), she almost hits one driving home from Vancouver (315). Lisa also

notes that she "felt deeply comforted knowing that magical things were still living in the

world" (316). This world is the shared world of Haisla and non-Haisla.

Throughout Monkey Beach, Robinson consistently refuses to be entrapped by

only reaching for "traditional" themes; she refuses to provide cultural ans\ryers regarding

the sources or influences of her creations. ln the s¿tme \May that she utilizes the m¡h of

the B'gwus, for example, Robinson similarly evokes Elvis, another uncorroborated myth.

Elvis effectively becomes a part of Haisla mythology and, in this sense, Robinson works

to liberate Native stories from static and predictable topics and themes. Vizenor argues

that to always reach for traditional themes, either as a writer or a critic, is to deny Native

authors imaginative freedom :

Native American literature is much more than a challenge to the social

sciences, as you know; it is a liberation, and a visionary sovereignty.

Native literature is an act of survivance. Some native writers, however,

create a tighter seam of tradition in their stories, as if they are reaching for

an authority outside their own creation. Such a reach for tradition and

authority, and without a sense of irony, sounds to me like a terminal creed,

when in fact we should liberate ourselves by imagination rather than

substituting one methodology in for another. (Postindían9I)
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In Monkey Beach, Robinson does more than inflect past stories with present-day themes.

She creates an unprecedented account without reaching for outside cultural authority.

Identifying the postmodem elements of Monkey Beach can disrupt what Kristina

Fagan calls a "critical holding pattem" where the critic is "circling continually around

questions of identity and authenticiS' (241). Reading the novel with a deconstructionist

stance asks what lies beyond identity, and refocuses on the imagined world of Eden

Robinson. As I mentioned in the infroduction, however, a postmodem focus may

overlook how specific Aboriginal epistemologies function in the novel, and the next

chapter addresses those cultural differences.
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Chapter Three: Placing language: Reconciling Postmodernism and Indigenism

In many ways, the tenets of postmodemism and indigenism advance what seem to

be mutually exclusive positions and these conflicts come into sharp focus when applied

to discussions of Native literature. This chapter will first investigate the tensions between

the two theoretical approaches and then work toward a definition of indigeneity,

specifically in the sense expressed and used by David Abram and Jeanette Armstrong.

This chapter will argue that investigating, understanding, and, indeed, validating the

epistemological concepts articulated in discourses of indigeneity are fundamental

elements in the critical treatment of Native literatures. Most significantly, far from being

wholly opposed, both indigenist and poststructural theoretical frameworks are

successfully incorporated in Monkey Beach.

Amold Krupat states, "Indigenists look to a particular relation to the earth as

underlying a worldview that can be called traditional or tribal. It is this worldview that

determines one's perspective on literature as on all else, often regardless of national

allegiances or statuses" (Red l0). Jeannette Armstrong, for example, offers a decidedly

indigenist perspective in her essay, "Landspeaking": "As I understand it from my

Okanagan ancestors, language was given to us by the land we live within" (175). She

continues, "All my elders say that it is land that holds all knowledge of life and death and

is a constant teacher" (176). Armstrong notes that this language from the land

profoundly affects her worldview: "Through my language I understand I am being

spoken to, I'm not the one speaking" (181). "Landspeaking" is an essay that attempts to

record the process of code-switching, and argues that this is a process that must be
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undertaken by those who speak both English and Okanagan, or both oral and written

languages. Most significantl¡ Armstrong's assertion, which she also cites as the

viewpoint sanctioned by the Okanagan community, maintains there is a cohesive life-

world that precedes and therefore, exists outside of, knowledge and language.

This is not an exclusively Okanagan concept, however. Emma LaRocque not

only corroborates Armstrong's statement, but she also observes that it extends to all

indigenous grorys: 'oThere appears to be among Indigenous peoples, afairly remarkable

shared understanding of life as a cosmo/ ecological whole, enabling the human being to

experience life past the sensory confines" ("Teaching" 224). Linda Tuhiwai Smith also

reiterates this metaphysical difFerence and comments on the West's ability to

acknowledge and sanction this idea:

The arguments of different indigenous peoples based on spiritual

relationships to the universe, to the landscape and to stones, rocks, insects

and other thing, seen and unseen, have been difficult arguments for

Western systems of knowledge to accept. [...] The values, attitudes,

concqlts and language embedded in beließ about spirituality represent, in

many cases, the clearest contrast and mark of difference between

indigenous peoples and the West. (74)

Indeed, the V/est has never been able to condone Native philosophy or accept it as a valid

or viable worldview. Instead, colonizing societies have chosen to dismiss this

philosophical difference as evidence that Native cultures are primitive. Any acceptance

by the West has been reluctant and has largely taken the form of commodification. For

example, Native philosophy has been commercialized, simplified, and generalized only
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to be reproduced in the form of self-help books, environmental literature, and even

creative non-fiction that upholds romantic notions of Mother Earth and holistic healing

experiences.t As I briefly mention in the first chapter, the children's literature market

also accepts and promotes naratives that feature worldviews that differ from mainstream

Westem thought, but it must be noted that, in this context, they are placed in the same

category as Dr. Suess. Indeed, a study on the topics suited for children's literature, and

specifically how Native stories are considered well-suited for this genre, would be a

worthwhile and interesting area of research. Simplyput, however, the dominant White

majority in Canada, perhaps especially in academia, does not regard the concept of a

sentient and animate earth, or Aboriginal understandings and relationships with the earth,

as a valid ideological paradign.2

However, the fact remains that indigenous peoples in all parts of the world

continually assert that they hold a unique and distinguishing relationship with the land,

and speak languages that sustain that relationship. This is reiterated again and again by

indigenous writers, critics, scholars, leaders, philosophers, and other prominent thinkers.3

Louis Owens, for example, comments on how this unique metaphysical understanding

and context can influence Native literature:

Ultimately, whereas postmodemism celebrates the fragmentation and

chaos of experience, literafure by Native American authors tends to seek

transcendence of such ephemerality and the recovery of 'eternal and

immutable' elements represented by a spiritual tradition that escapes

historical fixation, that places humanity within a carefully, cyclically,
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ordered cosmos and gives humankind irreducible responsibility for the

maintenance of that delicate equilibrium. (Owens 20).

Indeed, to expect a Native text to conform to this style may be misleading. For example,

Monkey Beach does not fit into this description by Owens, as was shown in the last

chapter. Yet the point here is to demonstrate why Aboriginal writers, critics, and activists

have come under increasing attack for making statements such as the one above, which

attempt to articulate this difference and expand on how it influences and provides a

context for Native literature. Armstrong's statement, for example, which insists that

language is given to people from the land, is untenable in postrnodern theory. Her belief

about the origin of the Okanagan language is wholly opposed to postmodern theory,

which instead posits that there is nothing outside the text, and that language, as an

arbitrary system of signs, cannot guarantee access to any objective meaning or

transcendent truth. As I return to later in this chapter, people of oral cultures often

maintain that theyhave been given language or knowledge from animals. This, of

course, would be equally untenable in poststructuralist or postmodern theory. In other

words, indigenists are continually confronted with'Westem academia's denial that

meanings, which have not been created by human language, are available to humans.

From the point of view of indigenists, then, postmodern and poststructuralist

theories subsume epistemological difference and effectively level the experiential plalng

field. Indeed, this is the most widespread critique of orthodox poststructuralism and there

have been similar criticisms of orthodox postcolonial theory.a Linda Tuhiwai Smith

explains how this erasure of difference and responsibility occurs, albeit in an ironic tone:

"People now live in a world which is fragmented with multiple and shifting identities,
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[and] the oppressed and the colonized are so deeply implicated in their orwn oppressions

that they are no more or nor less authentic than anyone else" (97). Although Smith's use

of the term 'authentic' is problematic for many critics, both Native and non-Native, she is

here attempting to censure certain applications of the postmodern condition, which

effectively serve to ignore present and persistent colonizing forces. Postmodernism, then,

acts to depoliticize assertions of cultural difference and this can manifest itself in a denial

of accountability by the 
'West:

Judged politically, then, postmodern literary theory can appear to offer

nothing in the way of strategic opposition to forms of violence or injustice

enacted on the bodies of real historical subjects who are variously

oppressed, victimized, or silenced by monolithic forces of institutionalised

power throughout the world. (Lucy 142)

Imposing a poststructuralist master narrative thus weakens the political impact or

resistance potential of a piece of indigenist literature, because "it is these [Aboriginal

epistemologicall knowledges that give to nationalism its values and that underpin a

dffirent politics" (Krupat, Red l1). Outside of political interests, however, applying a

universalizing discourse such as postrnodemism in a way that understates this difflerence

is perceived by many indigenists to flippantly disregard what many Aboriginal peoples

are purposely making explicit. Certainly if postrnodern theory, in its current form, is

consistently useful for examining Native texts, more Native critics would be employing

it. Critics who do employ its tactics, even in a modified form, such as Gerald Yizenor,

are often heavily criticized by other Native critics.s There is a distinct danger that all
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Native writing or criticism that does not embrace the postmodern condition will be seen,

once again, as symptoms of a primitive condition, and of an inability to progress.

Therefore, if Native writers have asserted anything more fervently than their

distinctiveness, it is their ambivalence toward applications of orthodox postrnodern and

poststructuralist theories that have attempted to undermine this distinction:

Aboriginality as an identity is more than about an amorphous grouping of

persons with varied experiences who happen to have some 'Indian,' it is

about epistemology. To what extent modern deconstructionists can

comprehend this is another debate, for many may conjecttne a príori that

this place of difference is essentialist or nativist. ("Teaching" 221)

Clearly, accusations of essentialism can be warranted because serious problems arise

when the identity and experiences of some in a given group are dismissed because they

do not match the experiences of others in that group. Although this can easily occur

when narrow definitions of Aboriginal epistemology are enforced, it should go without

saying that a shared worldview does not by atty means produce identical characteristics

and experiences in those individuals who are guided by it.

Some of the terms Helen Hoy employs in her critical study ofNative Canadian

Women's writing raise questions about how Native epistemology challenges cultural

outsiders:

A broader argument is also underway in antiracist and feminist

theoretical circles over the 'epistemic privilege' of the socially

marginalized, the superior knowledge of their own situation (and by some

accounts, that of the oppressor) available to group insiders. [...] The
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epistemological status of such claims is under dispute, especially in a

poststructuralist framework sceptical about transcendent truths and about

reality as an unmediated source of verification. (8).

The terms "privilege" and'osuperior" highlight the threatening aspect to dominant society

both because these terms are resonant of the political leverage suspected to lurk in these

epistemic knowledges, and because they represent seemingly inaccessible paradigns.

Helen Hoy writes that she is somewhat unwilling to examine Robinson's

Traplines from an indigenist viewpoint because "[a]ny attempt to recognize the salience

of Robinson's Native background seems to reproduce the self-Other dualities of

colonialism and to enact the liberal strategies of containment directed at heightening the

'visibility' of visible minorities and the unmarked status of the dominant culture" (177).

Although her point is well-taken, there are equally convincing reasons to recognize and

expand on the salience of Robinson's Native background in relationto Monkey Beach.

Simply put, there are specific aspects of the text that become clearer within a context of

Aboriginal episternology. If it becomes accepted and commonplace to read Native texts

with conventional postmodernist viewpoints, non-Native critics may be convinced to

abandon any attempts at articulating or leaming more about Native metaphysics. lnstead,

investigating metaphysics in a careful and reflective way may convince critics that

indigenist viewpoints are not a matter of "epistemic privilege" but that they encompass

viewpoints that can be understood and learned. This type of research involves more than

a simple reliance on book knowledge, however; it may necessitate learning an indigenous

language, for example. Studying Aboriginal metaphysics, however, must be undertaken

in a way that refuses to cast an anthropological gaze on literature.
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Even with a keen awareness of the dangers of essentialism, Emma LaRocque still

insists that this distinguishing indigenous philosophy and discourse be seriously and

carefully considered in any treatment of Native literature: "'We cannot build a canon of

Aboriginal literature or criticism without appreciating what this [shared understanding

rimong Aboriginal peoples] means in terrns of mythology, literature and cultural

strategies" ("Teaching" 224). This should not be undertaken only to discount the value

of postmodem criticism, however. It, too, clearly has its useful place in Aboriginal

literary critical theory, as Gerald Vizenor has so aptly shown. Indeed, poststructuralism

is especiallyuseful in formulating ideas about the self, and the fluctuation of individual

identities, while theories that elaborate on Aboriginal epistemologies may open up a

widerunderstanding of what it is to speak and to be influenced by an oral language.

Indigenist discourse can also be examined to determine if it truly claims a type of

"privileged epistemology." First, we must refurn to Armstrong's assertions and ask if she

is asserting that Native reality is an unmediated transaction with the land:

The language spoken by the land, which is interpreted by the Okanagan

into words, carries parts of its ongoing reality. The land as language

surrounds us completely, just like the physical reality of it surrounds us.

Within that vast speaking, both extemally and internally, rve as human

beings are an inextricable part-though a minute part----of the land

language. (178)

The key word here is 'interpreted.' The Okanagan people have gained access to this land

language by interpreting and "inventing human words" (Armshong 176). This seems a

willing admission that Aboriginal knowledge is as thoroughly constructed as any other
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cultural knowledge, andthatknowledge has been assembled through a constructed

language. Armstrong is not claiming that Okanagan philosophy is superior due to its

unrestricted and unmediated access to the earth.6 Aboriginat people groups throughout

Canada and elsewhere have exceedingly diverse languages: these groups obviously

interpreted this land language in a different system of words, partially according to

difFerences in geographical area. Certainly, Armstrong's statement is a form of strategic

essentialism, but the remarkable similarities between very diverse indigenous

philosophies and ways of coding knowledge has still to be explained. How have

indigenous groups the world over all come to a fundamentally similar understanding of

the earth even while speaking completely different languages? As Armstrong argues,

their relationship to the land is foundational to their language.

In his careful and insightful study, The Spell of the Sensuous, David Abram

outlines one of the central reasons why, in his view, 
.Western 

society has become so

estranged from its environment.t The text has a decidedly eco-critical thrust, as its

ostensible pu{pose is to attune the ear of the Westerner to the language of the land.

Along the way, however, Abram goes to great lengths to explain the differences between

the oral and the written as dominant forms of communication. His explanation is

extremely effective and his argument pertinent for critics of Native literature. For

although non-Native students and critics of Native literature have inevitably read and

perhaps even written about the very prominent differences in epistemology befween oral

and written cultures, it is extrernely difficult to imagine what these differences might

entail. I could say along with Arnold Krupat, "I am tr5¡ing to find'Western concepts and

English terms to approximate mybest guess at what people who work \ryith different
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conceptual paradigms and languages are about" (Turn 23). David Abram assists with

this process by providing a thought-provoking theory on how such a fundamental split

between oral and written cultures has come about.

Abram provides a simple and perfectly plausible explanation as to why

Aboriginal groups claim theyhave attained their language from the land, or from

animals. That is, simply stated, because their languages act as tonal reflections of the

land:

If we listen, first, to the sounds of an oral language-to the rhythms, tones,

and inflections that play through the speech of an oral culture-we will

likely find that these elements are attuned, in multiple and subtle ways, to

the contour and scale of the local landscape, to the depth of its valleys or

the open stretch of its distances, to the visual rhythms of the local

topography. (Abram 140)

Thus, in oral cultures, he argues, speech is notjust an arbitrary system ofsigns, but it

displays a distinct reciprocity-facilitated in part by onomatopoeia-between the earth

and language, however modified through human interpretation. The sounds of the

animate earth-those of animals, water, wind, and rain, for example-are recognized in

oral languages, and in Aboriginal epistemologies, as valid systems of communication.

Oral cultures, Abram notes, have not "closed themselves within an exclusively human

field of meaning" and "to such peoples, that which we term 'language' rernains as much a

property of the animate landscape as of the humans who swell and speak within that

terrain" (139). ln opposition, "European philosophy has consistently occupied itself with

the questions of human specialness" (77) and thus, "itis language, conceived of as an
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exclusively human property, that is most often used to demonstrate the excellence of

humankind relative to all other species"(78). This opposite approach to language is due

to the separation between speech and written symbols.

Abram argues that the phonetic alphabet has played a paramount role in the

anthrocentrism of European philosophy:

[I] conic writing systems-those that employ pictographic, ideographic,

and/or rebuslike characters necessarily rely, to some extent, upon our

original sensory participation with the enveloping natural field. Only with

the emergence of the phonetic alphabet, and its appropriation by the

ancient Greeks, did the written images lose all evident ties to the larger

field of expressive beings. Each image no\ry came to have a strictly human

referent: each letter was now associated purely with a gesture or sound of

thehumanmouth. (138)

Abram's approach provides an alternative to other well-known works in the area such as

Walter Ong's often-cited Orality and Literacy: The Technologizíng of the Word (1982),

which claims, "literacy [...] is absolutely necessary for the development not only of

science but also of history, philosophy, explicative understanding of literature and any

art, and indeed fro the explanation of language (including oral speech) itself'(15). In

what comes across as a much more restrictive ideology in comparison to Abram's view,

Ong adds, "without writing, human consciousness cannot achieve its fuller potential"

(1a). Ong marvels at that which writing makes possible while Abram, instead,

emphasizes that which only oral languages can offer. In this way Abram contributes to

the restoration and the affirmation of the depth and breadth of oral cultures and
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knowledges. Abram opposes theories such as Ong's, which attempt to depict indigenous

cultures as unevolved. Abram also effectively takes the mystery out ofNative

epistemology without understating its complexity:

As a Zuñi elder focuses her eyes upon a cactus and hears the cactus begin

to speak, so we focus our eyes upon those printed marks and immediately

hear voices. We hear spoken words, witness strange scenes or visions,

even experience other lives. As nonhuman animals, plants, and even

"inanimate rivers" once spoke to our tribal ancestors, so the 'oinert" letters

on the page now speak to us! This is a form of animism that we take for

granted, but it is animism nonetheless-as mysterious as a talking stone.

(Abram 131)

Abram here enacts a reverse anthropolo g¡cal gaze by juxtaposing the written and the oral

and although they emerge as two very opposite systems of perception, they become

equally valid ways of encountering and interpreting human experience.

Since Abram's primary concern is with'Western society and its need to recognize

and find ways to connect with the salient and animate earth, he concludes dominant

societymust "reclaim [its] solidarity'' (270) with the sensuous earth and ernbark on the

task of 'owriting language back into the land" (273). While he briefly mentions how this

project is currently underway among white researchers, he neglects to refer to

contemporary Native literature as excellent examples of this project. He also neglects to

suggest that learning an indigenous language may be a critical step towards gaining

alternate insights into ways of knowing.
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How does Robinson simply work out of a valid altemative reality in Monkey

Beach, as opposed to merely temporarily displacing an accepted concept of reality for the

purpose of upsetting or subverting western literary conventions? How does a reading that

acknowledges and accepts the novel's metaphysics alter our understanding and the

implications of the text?

Of course, a metaphysical understanding of Haisla culture cannot definitively

decode Robinson's novel; as \rye have seen in the last chapter, Robinson's meanings are

always deferred. Nevertheless, there are several moments rnMonkey Beach where Haisla

epistemology more clearly affects the everyday lives of its characters. Robinson's novel

features unique, differentiated, and variable characters who live and breathe in an animate

earth and, in this sense, Monkey Beach writes language into the land.

Although Monkey Beach is written in English, and its protagonist, Lisamarie Hill,

speaks English, Robinson indicates the importance of the Haisla language in opening

lines of the novel: "Six crows sit in our greengage tree. HalÊawake, I hear them speak

to me in Haisla. La'es, they say, Ld'es,la'es" (1). These words mean, "go down to the

bottom of the ocearì," and Lisa notes that they have another meaning, although she cannot

remernber it (1). Abram notes a similar incident among the Koyukon from what it now

called Alaska: "Once, some years ago, people heard a horned owl clearly intone the

Koyukon words 'Black bears will cry.' For the next two seasons, the wild berry crops

failed and many bears found it hard to survive" (149). Like in other Aboriginal cultures,

language is not thought to be a distinctly human characteristic in Monkey Beach. Ma-ma-

oo also tells Lisa of a time when "animals could talk, and often shared their knowledge
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with the newcomers that humans were then" (Monkey 210). Yet, Lisa feels overwhelmed

at the prospect of leaming the Haisla language from Ma-ma-oo:

But to really understand the old stories, she said, you had to speak

Haisla. She would tell me a new Haisla word a day, and I'd memorize it.

But, I thought dejectedly, even at one word aday, that was only 365 words

ayear, so I'd be an old woman by the time I would put sentences together.

(Robinson 211)

Despite the fact that Lisa speaks and understands very little Haisla, the novel foregrounds

the influence of the Haisla worldview on its characters. Kimberly M. Blaeser notes that

'otensions between oral and written, and between English and Native languages still have

crrrrency even though many Native American writers grew up with English and with the

written mode, for a deep and effecting cultural investment in orality and Native languages

remains" ("Writing" 57). Moreover, although it is her primary language, Lisa remains

ambivalent about English: "Nothing they taught me meant anything. None of the stories

I had read in English had anything to do with my life" (166). The Haisla stories she hears

from Ma-ma-oo, on the other hand, remain a constant source of interest to Lisa.

It is important to note that although Lisa understands the Haisla words that the

crows speak, she remains unsure of the message they are trytng to convey:

God knows what the crows are trying to say. La'es-go down to the

bottom of the ocean, to get snagged in the bottom, like a halibut hook

stuck on the ocean floor; a boat sinking, coming to rest on the bottom.

The seiner sank? Mom and Dad are in danger if they go on a boat? I
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should go after him? I used to think that if I could talk to the spirit world,

I'd get some answers. Ha bloody ha. (17)

This gap in meaning demonstrates the translation that still must take place between the

language of the land and human language. In this sense, Robinson foregrounds the

slipperiness of meaning and the construction of language that postmodemists highlight.

Regardless of the communication that takes place between Lisa and the spirit world, then,

Robinson recognizes that this reciprocity is always filtered through human language.

Abram comments that "[t]o define another being as an inert or passive object is to

deny its ability to actively engage us and to provoke our senses; we thus block our

perceptual reciprocity with that being" (56, emphasis in original). Although Lisa does

not speak Haisla, she does not block her perceptual reciprocity with the animate earth or

with the spirit world. Her sense that there is always something watching simultaneously

forces the reader to acknowledge these possibilities as well; the reader may very well find

herself or himself asking: ools that seal ülrrng to tell her something?" Lisa is open to what

might want to speak to her, although she is sometimes afraid of this communication and

feels alone in her interactions with other beings. For example, Lisa is consistently visited

by the little red-haired man, who warns her of impending dangers, but she often refers to

him as a dream or an imaginary figure:

Childhood ends and you grow up and all your imaginary friends disappear.

I'd convinced myself that the little man was a dream brought on by eating

dinner too late--Mom had told me she always dreamed of earthquakes if

she ate too much lasagna. Sometimes he came dressed like a leprechaun,

but that night he had on his strange cedar tunic with little amulets dangling
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around his neck and waist. His hair was standing up like a troll doll's, a

wild electric red. (Robinson 132).

The reader is thus reluctant to attribute that little man to Haisla mythology, especially

because Lisa is not certain of his nature. Significantly, Robinsonagain engages the

mythologies of different cultures; in this case she conjures both Irish and Scandinavian

stories by describing the little man as both a troll and a leprechaun. Later in the nanative

she approaches Ma-ma-oo with the matter:

'o'What do the spirits look like?"

She paused. "I don't know. Never seen one. The chief hees-the

biggest, strongest, oldest ones-had a spirit, a little man with red hair"

(ts2).

When Lisa reveals that she has seen this little man, Ma-ma-oo's reaction is nonchalant:

"'Hmmph,' she grunted. 'He's a guide, but not a reliable one. Never trust the spirit

world too much. They think different from the living"'(153). Ma-ma-oo's revelation

about the cedar spirit thus places Lisa's experience into a Haisla context, albeit one that is

inevitably recreated through Lisa's own experiences. Moreover, as she does with the

B'gwus, Robinson notes that interactions with the spirit world and with mythological

figures are similarly possible in all cultures.

Abram notes, "A particular place in the land is never, for an oral culture, just a

passive or inert setting for the human events that occur there. It is øn active participant

ín those occurrences" (Abram 163; ernphasis in the original). This principle is at work in

Monkey Beach; Robinson does not limit herself to using human characters. The Kitamaat

setting and surrounding area, for example, acts as a character, or a cast of characters. In
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Haisla territory, and in Haisla understanding, the land-its plants, animals, elernents, and

seasons-is imbued with human qualities:

Ma-ma-oo used to say winter loved Kitamaat so much that he didn't want

to leave. He gave up only when the oolichans came, and then he packed

reluctantly, grumbling and cranky. On wa-mux-a, the day winter shook

out his cape, the snow fell in big flakes, but later the sun came out and

melted them all away; that was winter going home. (Monkey 89)

Formalities must be taken with other natural forces, as well. For example, Lisa's mother

reminds her: '.when you go up the Kitlope you be polite and introduce yourself to the

water" (112). Ma-ma-oo extends kindness to trees by leaving tobacco after taking an

oxasuli plant, saying'oYou take something, you give somethinS' Q52). The pronouns

that Ma-ma-oo uses when speaking of plants likewise remind the reader to acknowledge

plants as beings; when Mick and Lisa bring her q'"alh'm, or fiddleheads, she says *Oh, I

was wanting her" (74). Finally, in the same \ryay that Robinson complicates her human

characters' motivations, she also maintains an ambiguous stance between the land's

potential for benevolence and violence. In this way, she aligns, or draws a comparison

between, the land's characteristics and human characteristics.

The title of Robinson's novel evokes the place where two very important events

in the novel take place: Lisa's first sighting of the b'gwus, and her intervention with

Jimmy. Abram argues that in the stories of oral cultures, "the events belong, as it were,

to the place, and to tell the story of those events is to let the place itself speak through the

telling" (Abram 163). The title of the novel reiterates the importance of place, and

emphasizes the fact that the narrative belongs to the place as much as it belongs to Lisa.
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Likewise, in her discussion of Pueblo migration stories, Leslie Marmon Silko notes that

"stories are mostly frequently recalled as people are passing by a specific geographical

feature or the exact location where the story took place" (10). By calling her novel

Monkey Beach, Robinson suggests that the act of reading becomes like visiting the place.

While there, the reader meets the Kitlope, the Stone Man, and even catches a glimpse of

B'gwus. In this sense, stories maintain a tangible, yet portable connection with place.

"To be home," Neal Mcleod writes,'In an ideological sense, means to dwell in the

landscape of the familiar, collective memories" (19). As Lisa nears home after her self-

destructive stint in Vancouver, she almost hits a b'gwus on the highway: "I felt deeply

comforted knowing that magical things were still living in the world" (315). Here

Robinson features the important relationship between place and story; Lisa feels

comforted because she literally refurns to her stories. Moreover, Lisa becomes less

concerned with determining whether her sightings are real and, instead, becomes

increasingly concerned throughout the narrative with absorbing and interpreting

perceived experience.

Robinson demonstrates movement and fluidity in her characters, but she also

features specific Haisla influences on knowledge and experience. Approaching the novel

from both cosmopolitan and indigenist viewpoints, then, proves to increase the

interpretative realm of the novel. Must we discard indigenist perspectives because they

can sometimes slide into the realm of essentialism? This would ignore the fact that

many Native writers and thinkers insist that a difference of epistemology is the most

important distinction between oral and written cultures. Must we abandon postructuralist

readings because they threaten to erase cultural differences? Helmbrecht Brenig
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suggested at a2004Yizenor symposium in Geneva, Switzerland, that perhaps \rye can

begin to use the discourse of postmodemism not to expose non-reality but, instead, to

extend the realm of reality. Robinson provides an example of how this might be achieved

in literature. While Robinson never depicts Lisa, or any other character, as having

transparent or unfiltered access to the natural world, she does acknowledge that world's

existence. Moreover, Robinson pays tribute to, and adds to, the ways that Haisla people

have traditionally narrowed the gap between the human and more-than-human realms.

Robinson affirms that Aboriginal cultures hold viable and consistent epistemological

paradigms, but that they also endorse the creation ofunique and new interpretations of

reality. Emma LaRocque believes that "Native identities, knowledge systems and the

colonial experience(s) are complex, mutable, uncongealed yet well-defined" ("Teaching"

223). Anunderstanding and acceptance of LaRocque's statement is best realized in

discussions of Monkey Beach by engaging very different theoretical discourses; together,

postmodemist and indigenist viewpoints offer a suitably varied and complex picture of

Robinson's narrative strategies.
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Notes

t 
See Sharon Butala's book, The Perfection of the Morníng,for example. However,

university textbooks can also promote somewhat simplified ideas of Native approaches.

A token teaching of the medicine wheel is often included in education and social work

programs, for example. David Abram's book is also guilty of idealizing and

r omartticizing Native cultures.

' Some exceptions I am aware of may be those Canadian poets such as Don McKay,

Robert Bringhurst,JanZwicky, and Dennis Lee. Some activists such as David Suzuki

and Len Findlay are also attempting to show how Native philosophies are much more

viable, scientifically, environmentally, academically and otherwise. They are arguing for

indigenization.

3 
See for example, Deloria, Owens, and Alfred.

a ln Blood Narrative,for example, Chadwick Allen writes:

Indigenous minority discourses pose a problern for those orthodox

postcolonial theories that designate "essentialism," "nativism,"

"nationalism," and so forth as anachronistic policies, because indigenous

minority discourses often emphasize land and treaty rights and because

they often insist on persistent racial, cultural, and linguistic distinctiveness

despite other changes over time. They provoke charges of a retrograde

"essentialism," in particular, because orthodox postcolonial critics often

fail to understand how discourses that intersect with the controversial
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blood/land/memory complex, including the discourse of treaties, might

appear cogent for indigenous minority activists and writers. (Allen 30)

5 Although Gerald Vizenor does not endorse an orthodox poststructuralism, he has been

heavily criticizedby Craig Womack inRed on Red, for example.

6 Armstrong seems to argue, however, that Okanagan culture is superior to 'Western

culture in its recognition of the inherent value of the earth.

T Interestingly, it was while researching Aboriginal philosophyby Aboriginal authors that

I came upon Abram's The Spell of the Sensuous. It was recommended by Dennis

McPherson in "Some Thoughts on Articulating a Native Philosopht'' Ayaangwaamizin:

International Journal of Indígenous Philosophy l(1):1997. 11-21.
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Conclusion: Toward a Canadian Native Literary Strategy

Reading Monkey Beach is straightforward, but writing about it is another matter.

And, as is so often the case, it is much easier to criticize the work of others than to

propose an alternative reading. In the first chapter, I heavily cnticize the current

scholarship on Monkey Beach because it seems unable or perhaps, unwilling, to move

beyond questions ofNative identity. The critics featured in the first chapter tend to both

emphasize the very cultural categories that Robinson purposely avoids, and simplifu the

very terms that she attempts to complicate. However, I do not disagree with every

argument and insight these critics put forth. For example, I find Andrews use of the

Gothic to be an important concept that must be further investigated. The majority of

Richard Lane's argument, in addition, is thoughtful and insightful. Lane asks some very

important questions of the novel and suggests, for example, "Perhaps critical methods of

reading Monkey Beach need to be open to the play of trickster writing and gender

performativity although what this necessitates as a form of thinking beyond the stock use

of Bhabha et al., is another matter entirely" (169).

Monkey Beach demands a new terminology and a ne\ry theoretical approach

because, as the first chapter demonstrates, strict categories ofNative and non-Native, or

more precisely, what those categories have come to represent, become useless within the

context of the novel. When these terms fail to sigufy, there is truly a crisis of

recognition, as Bhabha explains, and existing critical theories simply cannot extend as far

as the novel demands. Bhabha's concept ofhybridity, however, as Lane points out, has

become something of a catch-all term in the field of Native literature. Certainly, many
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non-Native critics employ this strategy in their examination of Native-authored texts, and

just as many Native critics do not. Perhaps this has something to do with how the ratio of

hybrid identities differs according to cultural perspective. That is, a non-Native reader

may recognize what seems to be Western influences in a Native text and immediately

identiff these as sites of hybridity. A Native reader, on the other hand, might recognize

those same elements as being firmly rooted within Native cultures. This term is so often

applied to literatures, but critics ultimately seem unable to maintain a discussion of how

and where hybridity occurs within those texts without falling back on the jargon of

civilization and savagery. More work must be undertaken, therefore, on how hybridity

can usefully be applied to Native literature.

I have attempted to advance a new kind of theoretical approach to Monkey Beach

in the second and third chapters of this project. As I point out, postrnodernism runs the

risk of erasing or universalizing experience and indigenism runs the risk of essentializing

or marginalizing experience, yet any discussion of Monkey Beach that does not take into

account these two discourses is incomplete. Vizenor's theoretical neologisms offer new

methods of talking about Native literature without drawing on outdated terms with

stereotypical resonances. His literary approaches prove useful for detecting where, when,

and how literafure achieves aesthetic survivance. I am certain that many more

interpretations and applications of Vizenor's strategies will manifest themselves in the

coming years. I am looking forward to discovering scholarship that works toward

summarizing and simplifying his theories.

More work also remains to be undertaken in relation to Aboriginal metaphysics.

Again, I could not agree more with Richard Lane when he writes, "the metaphysical
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possibilities inherent in contemporary First Nations prose and fiction are not merely

oNew Age' fads, but part of a wider project of cultural restitution" (169). More research

and writing by Native philosophers and thinkers is needed on Native peoples' connection

to the land and how this discourse is aÍiculated in CanadianNative literature. Chadwick

Allen's Blood Narratíveundertakes this project, albeit in the context of American Indian

and Maori literary and activist texts. Indeed, I intend to undertake a similar project

during my doctoral research, but in the context of Aboriginal literatures from Canada and

Australia. While conducting research for this project, I have also decided that the next

logical next step in studying Aboriginal literatures is the learning of an Indigenous

language. Thus, I plan to begin that journey in Australia by leaming Pitjantjatjara

through the Unaipon School in Adelaide. Regardless of the fact that my education in this

language will be primary and my comprehension will be hugely limited, I believe, as

Kristina Fagan does that, "such knowledge would open up a world of literature, stories,

and ways of speaking and thinking about the literature and the world that are not

available in English" (246). Moreover, this is a crucial component of honouring,

recognizing and exploring the vast and limitless world of Indigenous literatures, both

written and oral.

Throughout this project, I have hinted at other projects that would be

natural extensions of this one, but which are also outside the scope of this project. For

example, I would be eager to see how Monkey Beach is being received and interpreted by

secondary school, college, and undergraduate university sfudents because, again, Kristina

Fagan notes that "there are differences between the reading practices of literary critics

and those of non-professional readers" (246). Again, an examination of the Gothic in
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Monkey Beach that considers the Vy'estern origins and assumptions of the Gothic, but also

examines how Gothic texts assert the existence of the supematural in Western cultures,

ought to be advanced. Of course, I also look forward the many more interpretations of

Monkey Beach that are sure to be advanced in the coming years.

I am equally interested to discover how the dominant majority receives and

processes literature such as that offered by Harry Robinson in Vf/rite It on Your Heart.

Unlike the realm of children's literature, where the real and unreal are conflated in ways

that do not necessarily houble adults, Harry Robinson's stories, which are undergirded by

an Okanagan metaphysics and are meant for an adult audience, demand to be taken

seriously. Harry Robinson's narratives have the ability to profoundly question and

challenge the'West's accepted understanding of reality. My hope is that these stories will

spill over from the realm of anthropology and begin to cause serious misgivings about

how the West has constructed knowledge, and how scientific methods of measurement

and concepts of objectivity have merely created the "real."

The study and examination of Monkey Beach is a challenge and a delight.

Certainly, this is an exciting time to conduct research in the field of Native literaturg

especially because there are so many Native authors and critics that deserve more

attention. I look forward to following the lead of these authors and critics who are

consistently stretching and reforming the field of Native literature and suggesting further

ways that Aboriginal literature might be treated. Moreover, in doing so, I am eager to

advance an anti-racist theoretical approach that contributes to the work of decolonization.

As I have attempted to demonstrate, Monkey Beach is exemplary in its ability to

articulate all kinds of coherent and unique identities for its Native characters while not
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entering into any kind of totalizing discourse on Native identity in general. In fact, it is

difEcult to think of any other Native writer who complicates the idea of Native identity as

well as Eden Robinson. Robinson stretches the dominant society's assumptions about

Native cultures, or, rather, what is generally thought to be the stuff of Native cultures,

further than any other author. She is highly aware that readers will attempt to separate

the novel into Native and non-Native categories, and she makes that process as difficult

as possible in order to redirect her readers to questions beyond identity.

Indeed, Monkey Beach did not become a bestseller due to its identity questions

and it offers so much more than a challenge to dominant society. ln Monkey Beach,

Robinson has created an absorbing text complete with skillful character development,

moments both hilarious and frightening, a fascinating evocation of the sasquatch and

other mysterious creatures, a realistic documentation of childhood, a glimpse into teenage

culture, a moving account of family dynamics and relationships, and aportrayal of love

and loss.
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